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Abstract
Instanton solutions of four-dimensional Euclidean sigma models with commuting shift
symmetries are constructed within this thesis and their properties evaluated. They are
shown to be expressible in terms of harmonic functions when they take values in a
completely isotropic submanifold of the target space. Whilst this condition is shown to
be a natural product of imposing a Euclidean BPS condition, these solutions are gener-
ated without requiring supersymmetry. Instead, they require an integrability condition
to be met, which allows supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric multi-centered so-
lutions. This large class of solutions includes supersymmetric instanton solutions of
N = 2 vector multiplets as a sub-class. The existence of real solutions requires that
the target space carries a metric of indefinite signature. The integrability condition
further requires it to be a para-Kaéhler manifold which is obtained from a real Hessian
manifold by a generalised r-map. These instanton solutions exist despite Derrick’s The-
orem and this is shown from three separate perspectives: the standard Wick rotated
theory, where instantons correspond to complex saddle points, a modified Wick rotated
version whereall axionic scalars are analytically continued, so that the saddle points be-
comereal at the expense of an indefinite Euclidean action, and the scalar-tensor theory
where all axionic scalars have been dualized into tensor fields. In addition to finding
instanton solutions we also show how they contribute to transition amplitudes in a
consistent saddle point approximation. With the proper choice of integration contours
and boundary conditions the different perspectives are shown to be related by change
of variables. By coupling the sigma model to gravity and lifting to five-dimensional
space-time, the instanton solutions are used to construct extremal multi-centred black
hole solutions. The properties of these black hole solutions are investigated and they
are shown to exhibit particular fixed point behaviour. The attractor equations are
shown to take the same form as in supersymmetric theories, however they do not rely
upon Killing spinors, or similar approaches but follow directly from second orderscalar
field equations.
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Introduction
1.1 Instantons
The main content of this thesis is to investigate the concept of an instanton solution,
when such solutions exist and how they behave under dimensionallifting. We will
therefore start this section by discussing the concept of an instanton solution through
reviewing the chapter and treatment by Coleman in his Erice lectures [1] and the
book by Rajaraman [2]. The discussion will motivate the instanton from a quantum
mechanical perspective as a semiclassical solution to the problem of quantum tunnelling.
Wewill then briefly discuss the roles that instantons have in quantum field theories,
before returning our focus towards instantons from a purely scalar field theory and a
discussion of a potential problem we have to overcome.
1.1.1 An alternative to the WKB Approximation
The calculation of physical observables in a large proportion of quantum field theories
often requires the use of perturbation theory. In perturbation theory the coupling
constant is assumed to be small, and hence can be used as the coefficient of expansion.
However, there are limitations to the applicability of such expansions and this can
be seen with the basic quantum mechanical problem of the tunneling amplitude of a
particle through a potential barrier. If we consider a particle in a one dimensional
potential well V(z)
1C= 5t — V(2) (1.1)
we obtain the Schrodinger equation
ay 27RY(2) — E)y. (1.2)
By then assuming that V (a) varies slowly in comparison to the solution, we can rewrite
this equation as a first order differential equation
dy V2ate . (1.3)
VLM,
Figure 1.1: Double Well potential V (x)
 
This can be seen by differentiating and then dropping the V’ term. It then follows that
the amplitude for a particle to tunnel from point a to point b is given by
Awexp (-; [ V2V(a)—Bae) . (1.4)
which is known as the WKB formula. This is a semi-classical approximation, in that
it requires us to assume fi is small in order for us to rewrite our Schrodinger equation.
However, we can obtain the sameresult from an alternative approach, by considering
the transmission of the particle through the barrier of a double well potential, such
as that shown in figure 1.1. In order to calculate this we consider the Feynman path
integral in Euclidean space. The formal definition of the amplitude we would like to
calculate with the path integralis
xrleHT/h zvji)=N \dx ener. 1.5f
where S$ is the action for our single particle in the potential well V(z).
Se = [ ( (2) + vie) de (1.6)
This differs from the Minkowski definition of such a path integral as we have Wick
rotated our model, by analytically continuing the theory to Euclidean space-time (t >
it) [3, 4]. This Wick rotation is performed in order to ensure that the path integral
is definite, and hence of a form that we can evaluate. By having the equivalent effect
of rotating the potential by 180° as shownin figure 1.2 the Euclidean path integralis
then convergent.
Oneaspectof this thesis will involve a discussion of how the form of the actioneffects
the solutions that we can generate. However for our immediate discussionit is sufficient
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Figure 1.2: The Wick rotated, and hence inverted potential V(z)
to know that we can use the properties of such a path integral in the semi-classicallimit
to evaluate a solution to the tunneling problem. By applying the semiclassical limit,
we expect that the functional integral to be dominated by the stationary point that
minimises the action S. Hence, if we make the assumption of a single stationary point
we can see that
d*x dVdr? * Ge
This is identical to the classical equation of motion for a particle in a potential —V(2)
=0 (1.7)
and solving this equation we see ;
x—=Vv2V 1.8dt 18)
and hence the action can be rewritten as
So = [ V2Vdx (1.9)
a
which is identical in form to the WKB approximation.
We can plot the solution to this as a classical trajectory, called a kink solution
and shownin figure 1.1.1. This trajectory has values ta as Euclidean time T > +00
and connects these two regimes through a well localised region. This is the instanton
solution (or anti-instanton if it is connecting a as T > +00) and they have a structure
that has very similar properties to solitonic solutions which appear in classical field
theory and which we will discuss in more detail in the next section.
Wecan see that for large 7, the instanton approaches a and hence we can approxi-
mate the equation of motion as
S =w(a—2). (1.10)
  
Figure 1.3: Kink solution from —a to +a
It follows that for large 7
(a—z)xe". (1.11)
Thus the instanton solution is a localised one with a size of order 1/w.
1.1.2 Instantons in Quantum Field Theories
Theinstanton of quantum tunneling provides a simple example of a calculation within
quantum theories that relies upon non-perturbative concepts to evaluate the observable
physics from those theories. However, instanton calculus is a much more powerful
subject which is not restricted to this simple example.
Instantons appear in a numberof different theories and have important roles in
many modern concepts within theoretical physics. These range from the D-Instanton of
TypeLb [5] string theory to instantons within non-abelian gauge theories such as Yang
Mills [6]. These instantons are important structures as they have potential effects upon
calculations such as the transition amplitudes by providing additional leading terms
which we have already seen cannot be observed through perturbation theory alone.
However, the standard mathematics textbook definition of an instanton is generally
too narrow to encompass the variety of solutions observed (and equivalently soliton
solutions which we will discuss in the next section).
We will therefore be using a more relaxed definition, where for our purposes an
instanton can be defined as a solution to the Euclidean equations of motion which
have finite, non-zero action. A particular difference is that the standard definition also
requires that they are regular solutions, however for our purposes we will also include
solutions with finite sources. Consequently our definition of an instanton corresponds to
those seen within the current physics literature rather than those within mathematics
textbooks.
Within this thesis we are only going to be considering abelian theories which can
be connected to supergravity, and hence our focus will be on instantons which are very
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similar to the D-instanton. Our starting place will therefore be non-linear sigma models
of the form
S= / d?rGas($)0,0°O" (1.12)
without a scalar potential. This action is general enough to cover a variety of interest-
ing cases, including the instanton solutions of Type Ib string theory and the vector
multiplets of four dimensional N = 2 models. Within these models we would like to
investigate the existence of instanton solutions, their properties and how they thenlift
to higher dimensional theories. Within section 2, we discuss the construction of these
solutions from a four dimensional purely scalar action, and the form and behaviour of
these solutions.
1.1.3 Derrick’s Theorem
Currently we have only considered the details of a one dimensional problem within the
framework of quantum mechanics, however the models for which we are going to be
interested in constructing instanton solutions are four-dimensionalscalar sigma models.
Consequently it would be informative to investigate an example of higher dimensional
solutions within this framework. Unfortunately at this point we run into a discouraging
no-go theorem with Derrick’s Theorem. This forbids the existence of instantonic (or
solitonic) solutions for space-like dimensions of D > 2 for purely scalar theories with a
positive definite metric, and only allows for the existence at D = 2 in models without
a scalar potential. {1, 7]
To see whythis is the case considera set of scalar fields ¢*(a) which are solutions to
the Euler-Lagrange equations of a Euclidean action of the form (1.12) with an additional
potential field. We can now define a one-parameter family of field configurations by
O° (aA) = $*(Az) (1.13)
with positive parameter A.
The kinetic term of our Lagrangian then takes the form \(?~?)V,, where V; denotes
the kinetic terms, whilst any potential term would similarly have the form APVo, with
V2 denoting the potential terms. Hence the we can see that our action is given by
V(A) = APP), + ATPV (1.14)
From our original definition we know that A = 1 is a solution. Thus A = 1 must be
a critical point of the action. By evaluating the action on this solution for a positive
definite metric, this then implies that either ¢ is a trivial constant field or that we can
solve
(D —2)V,; — DV> = 0. (1.15)
For D > 2 we see that V; and Vj must vanish, and hence the only viable solution is
that 6% is a constant ground state of our original theory and no higher order solutions
exist. Thus we have no interesting terms that would contribute to any sub-leading
terms of any quantum amplitude calculation. Consequently the only solutions possible
in this case are the trivial ground states. Furthermore, for D = 2, we can see that this
equation only requires the vanishing of V2, and hence we can expect instanton solution
only to exist with the absence of a scalar potential. Hence the only possible nontrivial
solutions we have for such models occur only when D = 1.
It is also worthing noting that this differs slightly from the argument for soliton
solutions as within this case it is possible to use the Hamiltonian to show that no
non-trivial solitonic solutions are possible for D = 2 regardless of the existence of a
potential. The key change is that you can now use Hamiltons principle which states
that the energy is stationary on the solution, and hence
(D — 2)V, + DV2 = 0. (1.16)
Thus for this equation non-trivial solutions only exist for D < 2. However D = 2 is
also constrained by reapplying Hamilton’s principle to Vj alone as the above equation
only constrains Vj to vanish in this case. Hence, similar to the instanton non-trivial
solutions for D > 1 are prohibited by Derrick’s Theorem.
Evidently this is a crucial problem to our desire to investigate instanton solutions
in higher dimensional theories. However, it has already been mentioned that these
instanton solutions do exist within a large number of current models and are used
throughout theoretical physics. These inclde the axionic wormhole-typesolutions [8, 9,
10], D-Instanton solutions of type IIb supergravity [5, 11] and the hypermultiplet and
vector multiplet instanton solutions in WV = 2 compactifications [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
We would therefore like to address this apparent contradiction and answer the question
of how is it possible to construct such solutions despite these apparent restrictions
provided by Derrick’s Theorem. This forms the main focus of this thesis which explains
and justifies the usage of such instanton solutions through the analysis of a general
class of models. The crux of the issue lies within the assumptions that are made when
the argument for Derrick’s Theorem is presented. By investigating and relaxing these
assumptions this thesis successfully provides a numberof different approaches to avoid
these restrictions.
The first of these assumptions we can consider is the form of the saddle point we
expect to see within the theory. In quantum mechanics and quantum field theories, we
are not restricted to only looking at real saddle points. Instead we can have integrals
over real contours that are dominated by complex saddle points, and hence our standard
Euclidean action can be kept but the solutions can now beconsidered to befinite non-
constant and complex instead.
Another assumption we can look at is the form of the target metric of our model.
In the above argument we have assumed positive definite metric, such that the func-
tional integral remains damped. However, as we will discuss later in this thesis, it
is possible to formulate the theory with either an indefinite or definite metric. We
can then impose appropriate boundary conditions such that we can evaluate indefinite
functional integrals. This then requires an appropriate choice of integration contour in
the complexified field space, such that westill have a convergent functional integral.
Symmetries within the theory can also sometimes be used to construct the theory
in a dual form. In the case of the sigma models that we are interested in, the shift
symmetries of some of the scalar fields. We will refer to these as axionic scalars, and
hence these axionic shift symmetries allow us to reformulate the model in terms of
dualized antisymmetric tensor fields. This is then a gauge theory, to which Derrick’s
Theorem no longer applies and instanton solutions can be obtained from a positive
definite action which are equivalent to the scalar forms.
All of these assumptions are discussed at length with respect to the sigma model
that we are interested in, and reviewed in chapter 3 when wediscuss the properties of
the instanton solutions that we generate.
1.2 Solitons and Black Holes
1.2.1 Solitons in Quantum Field Theories
Once we have constructed instanton solutions and investigated their properties, we
would then like to lift these solutions to higher dimensional solutions. Without includ-
ing gravity within our theories, these dimensionally lifted instantons can be interpreted
as charged soliton solutions of an appropriate theory of gauge fields and matter. Soli-
tons are very similar to the instanton solutions that we have discussed previously, in
that they are regular, non-dissipative solutions of finite energy. Consequently they
include, but are not limited to, the kink solutions of two dimensional quantum field
theories, D-branes of string theories and monopoles from Yang Mills and Yang Mills-
Higgs theories [1]. However, similarly to the instantons, we will also refer to objects
that include hidden singularities as solitons. Hence our definition of a solution include
one of the important gravitational solutions within the context of modern theoretical
physics. These are the classical black hole solutions of Einstein gravity.
Within chapter 5, we shall look at the form of our instanton solutions when we
lift them to higher dimensional objects whilst including gravity within the framework.
This will involving taking our four dimensional Euclidean theory (4,0) and solutions and
extending them to a five dimensional theory with time (4,1). These solutions will then
be shown tolift to static black hole solutions which have a variety of properties which
we will then investigate. {18, 19] This introductory section will therefore present the
expected form of such black hole solutions, and discuss what properties are associated
with these solutions.
1.2.2 The Reissner-Nordstrom Black Hole
The starting point for our discussion of black holes is with the Einstein Hilbert action,
which describes gravity as a classical theory
S= xa | tev=aR. (1.17)Dk
The most general stationary black hole solution to this action is the Kerr-Newmann
black hole, however we are only interested in a static and hence stationary subclass of
these solutions. A black hole is stationary if we can find a time independent coordinate
system to describe it and is muchless restrictive than static. For a black hole to be
static we require that it possesses a Killing vector which is orthogonal to a family of
space-like surfaces for constant time. If these surfaces coincide with the black hole
horizon, this is called a Killing horizon. We do not require a detailed analysis of these
concepts, however it does allow us to restrict our interest within this thesis to the most
general static and stationary solution which is the Reissner-Nordstromblack hole.
Following the arguments given in D’Invernos textbook [20] and the review by Mo-
haupt [21], we can therefore construct the solution for such a static charged black hole,
by first considering spherically symmetric solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell field equa-
tions. We use Plankian units, such that h = c = 1, and also set Gay = 1. Westart
with the field equations in a form given by the Ricci Tensor
1Rab - 5 FtGap = 8rTyp. (1.18)
whilst we also require that in source-free regions the Maxwell tensor Fj, satisfies the
Maxwell equations. For the content of this thesis the trace-reversed equation of motion
can then be ignored as weare interested in vacuum solutions of the Reissner-Nordstrom
metric such that the trace of the energy momentum tensor T?? vanishes. It follows that
we have the reduced field equation
Rap = 8aTap. (1.19)
Weare looking for spherically symmetric solutions, and hence we can write the canonical
form of the line element as
ds? = —e72") dt? + 2)dr? + rd? (1.20)
where dQ? = sin? 6d¢? + dé?.
By assuming that the charge is centred at the origin of our coordinates, and hence
that the Maxwell tensor is singular at this point with a standard electrostatic type
potential, then our functions describing the line element depend only upon the radius.
By using these assumptions, along with the asymptotic behaviour of the electrostatic
potential we can then obtain the Reissner-Nordstrom solution
ds* = —f(r)dt? + f-l(r)dr? + r?dQ? (1.21)
where 5
f(r) =1- = + 7 (1.22)
and M and Q areidentified as the mass and charge of the black hole respectively.
Alternatively we could also have a magnetically charged black hole, however we would
have to replace the electric charge, Q? with a mixed magnetic and electric charge
Q? + P?. Wewill concentrate on the electrically charged solution as this will be the
most applicable to our dimensionally lifted instanton solutions. We could also extend
this solution to a multi-centered one by choosing a more general harmonic function for
f(r). In this case we would have
N
fr) =1-2py . 1.23ga)! 4@-ap 28)
where N is the numberof centres that we have. We expect to obtain such multi-centred
solutions, and a large part of this thesis will be based upon motivating their existence
independently of supersymmetry. However, we will continue our analysis for just the
single centred case as the properties we obtain are simple to generalise to the multiple
case. [22]
The Reissner-NordstrOm solution can be split into three separate cases that are
defined according to their horizon behaviour. In the case M > |Q|, we have a non-
extremal Reissner-Nordstr6m black hole and we observe two horizons: An exterior event
horizon and an internal horizon, referred to as the Cauchy horizon. This is the general
non-extremal solution. Alternatively, in the case M < |Q|, we have an unphysical
solution with a naked singularity. By imposing the absence of such naked singularities
this therefore provides a mass bound for space-time as discussed by Gibbons and Hull
in [23]. However, When this boundis saturated, we have M = Q, and the two horizons
coincide, we can determine the area this event horizon as
A=4rQ (1.24)
This is the extremal limit, and is the case that is most relevant to this thesis and hence
the one that we shall consider in detail. The non-extremal case is considered in the
further work by Mohaupt and Vaughan [24]. It is also worth noting that the special
case of the Schwarzchild black hole is obtained by setting M > 0, Q = 0.
Currently we have only considered black holes in four dimensions, howevertherele-
vant focus of this workis the lifting from four dimensional instantonsto five dimensional
black holes. Myers and Perry showed in [25] that the generalisation to higher (n+1)
dimensionsis given by
ds* = —f(r)dt? + f(r) 4dr? + r?dQ?_, (1.25)
where dQ,is the line element on the (n-1)-sphere. The function f(r) is given by
2M Q?f=1- pr—2
*
72(n—2) cL)
Hence our five dimensional line element is given by
2M Q 2M Q2\!ds* = — p 2M ee dt? + p27 ee dr? + r*d03 (1.27)2 r4 r2 4 3
It therefore follows that the extremal five dimensional black hole has the same bound
as the four dimensionalcase |Q| = M.
1.2.3. Properties of Black Holes
Black holes as physical objects have a variety of physical properties which can be
investigated. We have already discussed the charge of a black hole and the behaviour
this entails, however it is also worthwhile to provide a definition for the mass. An
intuitive way to measure the mass of a black hole would involve studying the motion of
a test particle within the asymptotic region of the space-time where the particle would
be expected to see a standard Newtonian potential. Equivalently as our space-time
approaches flat space at infinity we can also define the ADM mass of the black hole
[17]. Given a general line element of (n + 1) space-time
ds? = —hydt? + 2he,dtdx" + hyyda” (1.28)
then using the fact that the spatial part h,, approaches a flat Euclidean metric at
infinity
dsFtat|,., = a? + 77dO_) (1.29)
we can choose a spatial hypersurface with the spherical asymptotic boundary Si" and
define the ADM Mass as
nanan = ¢ dS" (Ihy, — Oy (5"? hyo) (1.30)
Sto,
Using the expansion of the metric for the Reissner-Nordstrom solution
2M Q?\ 2M
gr = (1-2 +S) =lt+—yt-. (1.31)
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we can write
2Mhypaadae’ = (1 +—++.. +) (dr? + r*d0?_,) (1.32)r
we can then evaluate this integral and obtain the expression for the n-dimensional ADM
mass
16z7Mapm = (n — 1)(n — 2)Qn-1M (1.33)
where 2,,_; is the area of the unit (n — 1) sphere. For the five-dimensional case, the
area of the unit sphere is 27? and hence it follows that our ADM massis given by
37MapmM = aq" (1.34)
Another key property of static black hole solutions is the surface gravity. If we
were discussing the properties of non-relativistic objects this would be the acceleration
required to keep stationary a test particle on the surface of the object [21]. However for
the case of the relativistic black hole this surface is defined as the event horizon, and
hence asymptotically at this event horizon the acceleration would appearto beinfinite.
For a general black hole, a formal definition of the surface gravity Ks is given in terms
of Killing fields [26]
Vile) = —2sEw (1.35)
however we are only considering static solutions and hence for our purposes we can
limit ourselves to a more intuitive solution. In this case the test particle experiences a
force given by the tensor equation
a _LP ke LPM XYXP = al, (1.36)m me
For the extremal black hole, at the event horizon, the norm of this acceleration ap-
proaches infinity a = \/g,aa” to oo. Furthermore the redshift factor experi-
OT7zon
enced by such a particle is defined as
V=aVv | get (1.37)
and for an extremal black hole, V Solon 0. The surface gravity «, is then simply the
OrTrvzon
product of these two properties at the limit of the event horizon.
ks = lim (Va) (1.38)
Horizon
In the case of the four dimensional Reissner-Nordstrém black hole, it follows that the
surface gravity is then given by
iket =++ 1.39
art ( )
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Byrestricting to a case of extremal black holes these two horizons coincide, and hence
the surface gravity vanishes.
Kslextremal = 0 (1.40)
This result can then be extended to higher dimensions such that we can observe that
the five dimensional black hole also has zero surface gravity.
1.2.4 Laws of Black Hole Thermodynamics
Oneof the moreinteresting and surprising aspects of black holes, is that they appear to
obey laws which have direct comparison with the classical laws of thermodynamics[21,
27]. Thefirst of these laws is the zeroth law. In thermodynamics this law corresponds to
a description of thermal equilibrium between different bodies, such that if three objects
are in contact and T4 = Tp and Tp = Tg then T4 = Tc. This can equally be stated
that for an object to be in thermal equilibrium it must have constant temperature. For
the black holes which we are discussing, the surface gravity is directly comparable to
this description of thermal equilibrium. This follows from «Ks, remaining constant upon
the horizon of the black hole. We can also look at the first law in thermodynamics
which is relevant to the form of solutions we are interested in, and compare that to two
infinitely close stationary black holes in Einstein gravity
5E =T6S + pdV + uN (1.41)
15M = —n5A + 26+ 16Q (1.42)
where the terms involving the angular momentum J and rotation velocity Q, are zero
in our static case. If we had additional matter fields there would be additional terms
to consider, however this direct comparison would seem to suggest the surface gravity
and temperature can be identified. It also appears to suggest that the area of the event
horizon, A, and the entropy, S, are connected andthis leads to a definition of black hole
entropy. For a classical black hole, one would expect the temperature to be zero, as
no radiation should be able to escape. However quantum mechanics dictates that the
black hole emits Hawking radiation, and hence a Hawking temperature can be defined
Ty = 2 (1.43)20
Also the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the black hole is proportional to the area as
A= —. 1.44SBH 1G» (1.44)
where we have set Boltzmanns constant to unity and reintroduced Newtons constant
to show that the entropy by this definition is dimensionless as expected.
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This definition of the entropy is reinforced by the second law of black hole thermo-
dynamics, which states that {26]
dA > 0. (1.45)
Hence, the area of the event horizon must be non-decreasing and hence justifying the
relation between area and black hole entropy.
Finally there is the third law of thermodynamics, which can be stated as the entropy
of extremal black holes vanishes. However, as there are thermodynamic counterexam-
ples to S + 0 as T > 0 such as various forms of glass, a more instructive description is
that it is impossible for T > to be reached by a physical process in finite time. This
we provide without proof, as this would require an involved approach with quantum
mechanics, either using the Euclidean path integral or through Minkowski canonical
methods. Despite this, these laws of black hole physics are important concepts with
consequence for our dimensionally lifted instanton solutions, as we will show they have
an associated entropy we can calculate.
1.2.5 The attractor mechanism
Currently we have considered black holes with a line element given by
ds? = —ePM)dt? + eMdr? + r7dQ? (1.46)
where for simplicity we are considering the four dimensional case. However, for a static
spherically symmetric solutions we can rewrite this into the form
ds? = —e°F() dt? + e279”) (dr? + r?dQ?). (1.47)
For extremal four dimensional Reissner-Nordstr6m black holes we have the relation
f(r) = g(r) (1.48)
and hence has the form of the harmonic function
ea") — (1+$+...) (1.49)
at leading order. This solution has two distinctive regimes. In the limit r > oo it
becomes asymptotically flat. That is e? > 1. However for r > 0 we have the near
horizon limit where 2 2ds? = —opt + Car? + Q?dn (1.50)r
We have now reduced the line element into the standard AdS? x $? form with the
area of the limiting sphere being the area of the event horizon A = 47Q?. It follows
that this solution is interpolating between two vacua. The value of the scalar fields for
large r can be arbitrarily chosen, however the values for r > 0 are determined solely
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by the charges of the black hole solution. The term attractor refers to this behaviour,
where we can show that by imposing a regular horizon solution then the black hole has
a fixed point behaviour in the near horizon limit irrespective of the value of the scalar
fields at infinity. Morespecifically, the attractor equations are required so that one can
obtain a fully supersymmetric solution with the required AdS? x S? geometry [28]
This is an important result that motivates the description of black hole solutions as
solitons. That is two dimensional kink-solutions which interpolate between two vacua.
However despite not requiring it for the models that we present, in order to fully
understand the attractor behaviour we will now consider the role that supersymmetry
has in describing an important subset of the solutions we will determine. In particular
we will show that the Reissner-Nordstr6m solutions can be described as supersymmetric
solitons.
1.3 Supersymmetry
This thesis is focused upon the dimensionallifting of instanton solutions to black holes.
The solutions that we would like to obtain include those that allow for multi-centred
black hole solutions. In order for such solutions to exist and be stable then the forces be-
tween the constituents must vanish for arbitrary distance. Such examples would include
the Majumdar-Parpapetrou solutions of Einstein Maxwell theory [29]. This cancella-
tion of forces is often explain through imposing supersymmetry upon the model as
this allows one to look for Killing spinors and hence stationary multi-centred solutions.
Whilst our approach will allow us to generate solutions without such restrictions, we
would therefore also like to investigate the supersymmetric subclass of models. Fur-
thermore the type of models that we investigate in this context are lifted from the four
dimensional NV’ = 2 vector multiplets [30], and hence wewill also discuss the motivation
for looking at such models. Finally we will show how the stationary black hole solutions
that we have so far discussed and ultimately generate include those that can be labeled
as supersymmetric solitons. [23]
1.3.1 Supersymmetry Algebra
Theories that are supersymmetric relate integer bosonic spin fields to half integer
fermionic spin fields through a class of transformations called supersymmetry trans-
formations generated by O82. According to [31] we can write the most general four-
dimensional algebra associated with this transformation as
{Q3,Q}7} = 26!.P,64” (1.51)
{Q2,QB} = 2€agZ4? | (1.52)
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where we have the supersymmetries counted by the index A = 1... and the index a =
1,2 is a spinor index. Hence wealso have the hermitian conjugate Qe” . Alternatively
this could have been stated in terms of 4 component Majorana spinors, however our
discussion remains unchanged [32].
The matrix 74is antisymmetric and is composedof operators that commute with
all the operators in the super Poincaré algebra. These operators are therefore referred to
as central charges, and are present in extended supersymmetric theories (VV > 1). The
case of NV = 2 is of particular interest to us. For massive representations, the momentum
vector P,, can be brought to the form P,, = (—M, 0). This can be substituted into the
algebra and by setting 2|Z| = |Z1?| we obtain the algebra [33]
{Q3,Q}7} = 2M6,;6°? (1.53)
{Q2,Q8} = 2Zleape*” (1.54)
It is then possible to rewrite the algebra as fermionic creation and annihilation
operators by taking linear combinations of the supersymmetry charges
{aq, a3 } = 2(M+|Z|)dazg (1.55)
{ba, bg } = 2(M — |Z|)das- (1.56)
This allows for the construction of the representation of the algebra. However, quantum
mechanics requires us to only consider unitary representations, and hence implies an
important bound upon the mass
M > |Z| (1.57)
whichis called the BPS bound. It then follows that there are two separate classes to
consider
For M > |Z| we obtain the unitary representation of the algebra with 4 creation
operators hence and dimension 2+. Alternatively, the bound can be saturated and
therefore M = |Z|. Subsequently the representation contains null states which have
to be divided out to ensure a unitary representation. This is realised by setting all
b-operators such that they act trivially on the representation and hence remain invari-
ant under half of the supersymmetry transformations. It therefore follows that the
remaining creation operators generate a representation of dimension 2? = 4 of the su-
persymmetry algebra. It is then worth noting that massless representations can then be
formally obtained by considering M/ = Z = 0 however massless representations should
be considered separately as their is no rest frame and hence the standard form of the
momentum vector P, no longer applies. However, as in the BPS case one sets half
the creation and annihilation operators to zero to obtain representations with 2? = 4
states.
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The field content of the appropriate physical theory can be identified by investigat-
ing the elementary particles which correspond to the representations of the Poincaré
group, and hencewealso need to consider the supersymmetric extension of the Poincaré
Lie algebra. The massive representationsare classified according to the mass and spin,
a = 0, 5, 1,... . The ‘little group’ which is classified by this spin, is then the SO(3)
subgroup which leaves the momentum P, = (—M, 0) invariant. However for mass-
less representations, these are classified according to helicity which classifies the ‘little
group’ SO(2) of massless particles. This then leaves the momentum P,, = (£,0,0, +E)
invariant. Since this is an abelian group it has a one-dimensional irreducible represen-
tation and the possible helicity values are A = 0, +4, +1,...
In order to obtain a representation of the full Poincaré superalgebra then we have to
assign either spin (for massive representations) or helicity (for massless representations)
to the ground state. Thus the particle content of BPS representations is then easily
obtained by observing that for both the BPS and massless cases half of the creation
and annihilation operators have to be set to zero. Thus BPS states can be understood
as giving mass to massless representations without altering the total numberof states.
For this thesis we are interested in the BPS vector multiplets and hypermultiplets.
In the case of massless vector multiplets we can choose the ground state to have
helicity \ = 0. Hence by applying the two creation operators available we also obtain
two states with helicity ’ = $ and one with A = +1. These four states then form
the representation of the supersymmetry algebra. However these two states cannot be
physical on their own as the A = +1 state must belong to a massless vector boson,
which also has a negative polarisation state of 4 = —1 due to invariance under CP-
transformations. Therefore the massless vector multiplet is obtained by adding a second
representation with a ground state of A = —1, two states of A = -5 and onestate of A =
0. The physical massless vector multiplet therefore contains one massless vector with
\ = +1, two Weyl spinors and one complex scalar. It therefore has four fermionic and
four bosonic degrees of freedom. The BPS vector multiplet is a massive multiplet with
the same numberof degrees of freedom, and henceis called the short vector multiplet.
The transition between the massless and massive representations occurs through a
Higgs mechanism where one of the two scalars becomes the longitudinal mode of a
massive vector boson with the three polarisation states s, = 1,0,—1. The spin content
of the BPS vector multiplet is then (1[1],2[5],1[0]). We discuss the five dimensional
version of the massless vector multiplet within the next section, as this plays a key
role in connecting our discussions to BPS black holes that have been discussed in the
literature.[34]
In the hypermultiplet case we can also start by considering massless states. However
in this case we start with a state of helicity A = —5 and hence obtain two states
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of A = 0 and one of A = 5 This is sometime called the half-multiplet and it could
describe a single Weyl spinor with two real scalars. However, as the physical theory
requires the anti-particle states this would require the half-hypermultiplet to be self-
conjugate and hence not carry any type of charge. To account for charge, a second
half-multiplet is added to the first and thus we obtain a multiplet with two Weyl
spinors and four real scalars. BPS hypermultiplets are therefore massive versions of
this hypermultiplet. This is important to this thesis, not in terms of the Lagrangian
fields but in our construction of black hole solutions. These solutions are invariant
underhalf of the supersymmetry transformations and under quantisation correspond to
solitonic excitations of the hypermultiplet theory [23]. These black hole hypermultiplets
therefore provide an extension to the underlying theory, which is described by the
gravity and vector multiplets. It is therefore important for us to understand how the
models we investigate in this thesis connects to this underlying vector multiplets, and
hence allow us to construct these BPS black hole solutions.
1.3.2 Vector Multiplets
Throughout this thesis we are interested in instanton solutions and black holes that
come from considering the properties of non-linear sigma models. Generally our so-
lutions will not require supersymmetry, however we would also like to see how these
models relate to the supersymmetric case. To achieve this we consider the five dimen-
sional vector multiplets of NV = 2 supersymmetry as for which an off shell realization
was given in [35, 30].
The building blocks for the vector multiplet in 5 Dimensional N=2 SUSY,are the
vector field A,, a pair of symplectic Majorana spinor fields d', the scalar o and the
auxiliary tensor field YY of the R-Symmetry group SU(2). We take N copies of this
vector multiplet, then the kinetic terms have form
1 1. 1 .i= (-FRL = 5Om” e 5noOo" + yy) azj(c) (1.58)
where I, J € {1,..., N} and this is now a non-linear sigma model for the scalars, as the
matrix ayj(o) depends upon thescalar field a.
This model is then invariant under the transformations
ba! => 5
16A, = eur!
1 4 .bv? = 7Ft - sdore' - yl,
6y'y = —5egn (1.59)
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This invariance can be observed by first separating the Lagrangian in its four ap-
propriate parts and then finding the variation of each part individually
L=-La—-Ly-Ly —Ly (1.60)
The Majorana condition for the fermionic field is also required. This is given by
e = (iysC)e4€; C=iyo
(1.61)
= —7570€
Firstly, using the antisymmetry of F¥”
1LA = geFw
(1.62)1 .= ge(OneWri _ OVEYpAi)
= FeveyO)Xi
this should now cancel with the term from dL, involving ;. This first requires 6\' to
be calculated. Concentrating on the relevant term
a eeor’ = geeki1 (1.63)
= —SF(€:)!mw)"15%
Using (yo)t = —70 and (7) = 7%, it can be seen that 7a7570 = 150Vde
iN = —5Fes10%= pen,
_ — 5Fle (1.64)
Hence
OLy = ~(ONPd; + N'G5A;)
= (FMeyOpi — AY?OpFY’Yvei) (1.65)
N
l
wl
Re
be
l
e
(—Feegy?Opi + Op\'VFWyei)
Using \' = —y°7°A; the second term can be put into the form —F#”EyYPOpri and
the two terms can be combinedto give:
6Ly = —FMEyOpri (1.66)
We can decompose 7,77? as
1 1
Vuvy” = 3 yw, 77] ~ 3 {Ys Vt
13(260 — 260") (1.67)
— —5,1]
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where the second term in the first line vanishes using the Bianchi Identity
EuvpoOFP? = 0 (1.68)
This implies that
6Ly = FeeSSOpi
, (1.69)
= BeeyOat
Hence —d£L,4 — 6£L) = 0 for the spinor terms, as required. The invariance of the scalar
and tensor terms, are similarly observed.
This supersymmetric invariance applies to the model with arbitrary numbers of
vector multiplets, to within a derivative or variation upon the metric. When the metric
is independent of o this implies that the theory maintains its invariance. However this
is not the most general form of the theory, as additional terms can be added to the
action whose supersymmetry variations cancel such derivative terms. Through adding
interaction terms of a Chern-Simonstype, and requiring xoa1J(a) to be symmetric in
all 3 indices the metric can then be written as the second derivative of a prepotential
F(o).
Using this prepotential, the derivative terms of the metric can be rewritten as
0 0 0F = ——~SF 1.70ryK (0) Ja! Oo! Ook ve) (1.70)
This allows us to add interaction terms to the Lagrangian and we obtain the general 5
Dimensional Lagrangian:
i Le 1 .f= (-7FL = 5OM" = 5Oneho" +y¥lyt) ary(a) (1.71)
- (=eALPAPE — BXLAK — SNMYE) Fry
We have currently only considered supersymmetry invariance, however it is also im-
portant that any physical model we discuss is also gauge invariant. This provides a
constraint on the prepotential such that it must be at most a polynomial of degree 3.
[30] This ensures that the Chern-Simons terms are gauge invariant up to partial inte-
gration. Any higher order polynomials would generate non trivial terms that break the
gauge invariance of the action. Since the remaining supersymmetry variations are pro-
portional to the fourth derivative of the prepotential, the action is also supersymmetric
once this condition is imposed. Hence this provides important consequences upon the
form of the prepotential we can chooseif we restrict ourselves to purely supersymmetric
models.
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1.3.3. BPS Black Holes
Given a supersymmetric theory there will be field configurations of which some will
be invariant under part of the supersymmetry variations and saturate the BPS bound.
In the case of vector multiplets we have seen that it is a 3-BPS multiplet where half
the supertransformations act trivially. If these field configurations then also solve the
field equations then by our definitions they are then supersymmetric solitons. By now
coupling the theory to gravity, we obtain supergravity such that the supersymmetry
parameter now depends on space-time. Hence we can immediately observe that this
BPS condition can be applied to the solitons of gravitational theories which we have
already discussed include black holes solutions. The BPS conditions requires the exis-
tence of a spinor field which generates a supertransformation under with thesoliton is
invariant. These spinor fields are the Killing spinors, and analogous to the concept of
Killing vectors. [28]
The four dimensional extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black hole is a 5 BPSsolution
of N = 2 supergravity. Whilst the inclusion of additional vector multiplets allow
more general 5 BPSsolutions with non-constant scalar fields, we can now concentrate
upon the four dimensional supersymmetric extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black hole
and connect it to the attractor mechanism.
We have already highlighted that the black hole metric can be brought to an
AdS? x S$? form (1.50) by enforcing a static and spherically symmetric solution. By
imposing that this also extends to the gauge fields and scalar field of the of the su-
persymmetric model, then these can be written as depending only upon the radial
coordinate r. It then also follows that the field strength tensor F,,, has only two
independent components.
The charges carried by the solutions are then defined by the flux integrals over the
(p’, qr) = = (f F!.$ G1) (1.72)
where F,G are the two-forms associated with (Finn) where G7 = *FT and p!,q, are the
asymptotic 2-sphere
magnetic and electric charges respectively. It follows that these transform as vectors
under symplectic transformations and hence contracting with the scalars one obtains
the relation [28]
Z =p!F,—qX!. (1.73)
This Z is often called the central charge despite being a function of r. However, this
Z field is related to the central charge of the supersymmetry that we have discussed
by taking the asymptotically flat limit that r > oo. When this limit is taken, this
computes the electric and magnetic charge of the graviphoton and combinesit into the
complex central charge. The central charges of the supersymmetry then relates to the
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mass of the black hole
M = |Z les (1.74)
which depends on the charges and the values of the scalar fields within the model at
infinity. Hence BPSblack holes saturate the mass bound implied by the supersymmetry
algebra.
The event horizon provides a second asymptotic region where the solution must be
fully supersymmetric for a regular horizon. In the near horizon limit, the line element
is NOW
  ds? = — - dt? + Zor gy? + |Z|?,.d2 (1.75)ZR m vr |
with |Z|?,,. the value of |Z|? at the horizon. It follows that area of the event horizon is
A = 4n|Z|? andit also can be shown that the entropy depends upon the central charge
S=1|Z [hor (1.76)
where the value of S is now determined by only the charges. It is now possible to write
down attractor equations [36, 37] which express the horizon values of the scalar fields
(2rixy zeny )= (4) un
This behaviour is due to requiring a fully supersymmetric solution with AdS? x S?
in terms of the charges
geometry with non vanishing gaugefields [38] .
By requiring the solutions to obey the attractor equations, we observe that the
BPSblack holes are determined through their charges, and hence through the central
charges within the supersymmetric theory. These properties have been investigated in
detail in the literature [39, 40], however our intention is to show that we can find similar
properties by considering instantons from a general four dimensional model andlifting
those solutions to five dimensional black holes.
This chapter has introduced the concept of an instanton and soliton solution within
the context of black holes and the models for which we will investigate within the forth-
coming chapters. We have also introduced the connection between the BPS black hole
solutions and supersymmetric NV = 2 vector multiplets. In the forthcoming chapters
we aim to generate four dimensional instanton solutions which can belifted to five
dimensional black holes without requiring the constraint of supersymmetry. Through
constructing these solutions we develop a in depth analysis of the various approaches
that avoid the problems of Derrick’s Theorem and show that our instanton solutions
are valid structures that provide contributions to transition amplitudes. By lifting
the solutions to five dimensions, we then investigate the properties of the black hole
solutions that we generate.
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Chapter 2
Instantons and Harmonic Maps
2.1 Sigma Models and Dimensional Reduction
The main interest for this thesis is the construction of four dimensional instanton
solutions, and their subsequent lifting to black holes. Therefore the bulk of what
is presented here is based upon the published paper, “Instantons, Black Holes and
Harmonic Functions” [41] where we look at sigma models of the form
S{o, boa) = / d*aNry (Oma!Oa? — Omb'O™b”). (2.1)
This is a four dimensional, Euclidean model in flat space-time, FE, with indices
m = 1,2,3,4. It contains nontrivial scalar fields, 0’ and the axionic b! and hence our
target space, M, is 2n-dimensional with J = 1,...,n. N77 is real, positive definite and
depends only on o! and hence the metric on M has n-commuting isometries which shift
the axionic scalars b!
b+ b' +c! (2.2)
where C! are constants. It is also worth noting at this stage that the minus sign
between the kinetic terms in our action implies the metric N77 @ (—N77) of M has a
split signature (n, 7) which is consistent with the approach of defining Euclidean actions
from Wick rotations that includes an analytic continuation of the axionic field b! > ib’.
This includes the instanton solutions from string theory and supergravity including the
D-Instanton of type IIB string theory presented in the paper [5] by Gibbons, Green
and Perry
This D-Instanton is a solution to the ten dimensional lagrangian
1 1L=R- 5 (06)° - 5°"(0a)" (2.3)
with two scalar fields, the dilaton ¢ and an R x R scalar a. By Wick rotating this la-
grangian and imposing a constraint of a > a = ia they construct an instanton solution
which preserveshalf the total supersymmetries. This constraint is imposed without jus-
tification, and provides the focus of our aims within this thesis. By taking an identical
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approach for our four dimensional lagrangian, we provide an analytic justification for
this constraint and also investigate other approaches that would allow us to construct
an instanton solution.
For simplicity we have restricted the lagrangian of our model to four dimensions.
Furthermore the four dimensional lagrangian that we are investigating is the dimen-
sionally reduced form of a (1 + 4) dimensional non-linear sigma model. Consequently
we expect the four dimensional instanton solutions to correspond to soliton solutions in
five dimensions. This will allow us to connect our solutions to the properties that are
already understood for five dimensional soliton solutions such as black holes. In order
to understand this connection we will begin the discussion with the (1+ 4) dimensional
lagrangian.
2.1.1 Dimensional Reduction and Wick Rotations
Initially we are interested in the 1+4 dimensional theory without coupling to gravity
1 1Slo, A,..-](,4) = pes (—5Mu(o}@a!a"0! - gNis(o)FP +... ) . (2.4)
where we have five dimensional greek indices p,v,--- = 0,1,2,3,4, a n-dimensional
target space M,. with positive definite metric N77 and the abelian field strength F'fs =
OnAz - Al. We can then reduce this to our four dimensional action by restricting to
static and purely electric five dimensional backgrounds. By setting
doo =0, OAL, =0, Fi, =0, (2.5)
identifying b! = Ab, and then dropping the integration over time it can easily be
seen that (2.4) reduces to (2.1) with a conventional minus sign difference in front of
the overall action. The additional terms that are included within the dots in (2.4)
then include any terms that do not contribute to static five dimensional configurations
involving scalars and gaugefields. As we are also only going to considerelectrical gauge
configurations this allows us to ignore, for example, Chern-Simons and fermionic terms
within our analysis.[19]
An alternative approach to recovering a four-dimensional Euclidean action from our
five dimensional modelis to first reduce the action in a space-like direction as opposed
to a time-like one, and then perform a Wick rotation to obtain the euclidean action. A
reduction of (2.4) in a space-like direction obtains
1 < -S{o, ba3) =— / dasNi(a) (OnoOa" + Omb'O™b”) . (2.6)
where m = 0,1,2,3. This action has a 2n-dimensional target space M’ with positive
definite metric N77 @ N77. We can then Wick rotate to obtain the positive definite
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Euclidean action
1Slo, b)(o4) = — [atesnuto) (OnoOo" + Amb!O™d”) . (2.7)
which also has a 2n-dimensional target space M’ with positive definite metric N;7@N7,.
By comparing (2.7) to (2.1) we see that these two actions differ through a minus sign
and hence the split signature metric of (2.1). However, by following the methodsin the
literature such as [5] we can relate them through performing the analytic continuation
b! = ib’. Our two actions that we have obtained through time-like and space-like re-
ductions are therefore related through a modified Wick rotation which act non-trivially
on the axionic scalars.
2.2 Equations of Motion and Harmonic Maps
In order to investigate the properties of these sigma models we need to develop an
approach to solve their equations of motion. We perform this by following the method
in section of 9 ”BPS Branes in Supergravity” by Stelle [18]. In this case solving our
equations of motion is equivalent to constructing a harmonic map from the space-time
manifold X to the (pseudo)Riemannian scalar target space M. In our case, we are
interested in models where X is flat Euclidean space, and hence we have a general
action
S[®] 0,4) = J ti2nij(@)an0'0" (2.8)
and hence we have equations of motion
AG! + Ti,OmBIO"OF = 0 (2.9)
with the Christoffel symbols ri,, of the metric N;; of M. Hence we have the coordinate
form of the equation of a harmonic map ® : E > M from the Euclidean space FE to the
target space M. We would like to find harmonic solutions to the equations of motion,
and hence are interested in finding a criteria that ensures these exist.
Defining a submanifold N Cc Mthat is totally geodesic, i.e. every geodesic of N
is also a geodesic of M, we reduce our problem to finding the harmonic map ¢@: E 7
N C Mas any harmonic map E —> N along with a geodesic map N — M is also
harmonic [17]. We are interested in reducing (2.9) to a form which guarantees that we
can find harmonic solutions. This occurs when our submanifold N is flat, and hence the
Christoffel symbols vanish if we use affine coordinates. Consequently we parametrise
our scalar fields such that the independentscalars 6°, with a = 1,..., dim N are the
affine coordinates on N and the equation of motion reduces to
Ag? = 0. (2.10)
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If N has dim N < dim M, then the remaining harmonic fields can be expressed in
terms of the solution for ¢°.
We can now apply this to our four dimensional Euclidean action, which is para-
Hermitian and has n commuting shift symmetries. Through varying the action (2.1)
with respect to the two realfields that we have o/, and b! we obtain
 
1a” (NrjOmo”) — 5NIK (Omo70a — Anb7I™b"™) = 0 (2.11)
a”(N7jOnb7) = 0 (2.12)
This then has a drastic simplification if we require the relation
Amo! = £Omb". (2.13)   
This is an important constraint that we impose upon our model throughout this
thesis and relates the scalar field with the axionic one. We will refer to this as the
extremal instanton ansatz and it corresponds geometrically to restricting the scalar
fields to only vary along the null directions of the metric of M such that they take
values in the submanifold N Cc M which is completely isotropic. It is this constraint
than now allows us to find our instanton solutions, including multi-centred solutions
without requiring supersymmetry.
Consequently our equations of motion collapse into the single equation
dO” (NrzOmo") = 0 (2.14)
It is worth noting at this point that our extremal instanton ansatz (2.13) is a sufficient
but not necessary condition for reducing our equations of motion. Providing the metric
Ny, is invariant under the transformations
Nr > NxLRPRY (2.15)
with Rt a constant matrix, then we can see that our equations of motion still reduce
to (2.14). This corresponds to an isometry of N77 ® (—N77) where
ai oo' , bf = RD’. (2.16)
and has occurred in otherliterature in the context of extremal black hole solutions where
R!, 4 54, corresponds to non-BPSblack holes [42, 43] and hence providesa distinction
in how BPS and non-BPS extremal solutions can be understood geometrically. For this
analysis we will impose our extremal instanton ansatz and hence restrict ourselves to
the case of BPS solutions.
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After imposing the extremal instanton ansatz (2.13) we obtained a reduced form of
the equation of motion (??) Provided there exists dual fields 07 with the property
OmoT = NyJOmo” (2.17)
we can then reduce this further to a set of n harmonic equations. We do this by
imposing the integrability condition
Oin(N1JOmjo”) = 0 (2.18)
upon our equation of motion. Using the relation AnOmjo”” = 0 this is then equivalent
to
InN10m” = OKN1J0jno"Oma” = 0 (2.19)
There are two possible approaches to solving this equation, and we will start by con-
sidering the constraints that we can apply to the form of the solution we expect to
obtain.
2.2.1 Single Centred Solutions
The first approach to solving the integrability condition is to restrict the form of the
solutions o/(x) whilst making no assumptions about the form of the metric N7,. By
assuming that the solution only depends upon one coordinate of our Euclidean space,
E then (2.19) is solved. The simplest and most natural assumption we can makeis to
assumeour solution is spherically symmetric ¢/ = o/(r), with radial coordinate r. This
is a sensible choice of solution as we would like solutions that asymptotically approach
ground states o/,. =constant at infinity. We can therefore write the solution to the
equation of motion Ag; = 0 as a single centred harmonic function
qIoy = Hi(r) =hr + 5. (2.20)
This solution geometrically correspondsto a situation where the scalarfields flow along
null geodesic curves in M, and weinterpret this as a single centered instanton. Whilst
it is clearly seen that h; specifies the values of our dual field o; at infinity, we still
require an interpretation for the q7’s. These will be shown to be understood as charges
of an instanton located at r = 0 andthis interpretation will be discussed later.
2.2.2 Multi-centred Solutions
Alternatively our second strategy involves making no assumptions about the solution,
but instead looks at the conditions we can impose upon the metric. We would like
to produce more general multi-centred solutions and hence cannot rely upon spherical
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symmetry as a simplification. Instead we canstill solve the integrability condition by
imposing the condition
OKNrs =0 (2.21)
upon the scalar metric.
To understand whythis allows us to construct such solutions we can see that (2.21)
is equivalent to requiring the first derivatives of OxN77 to be symmetric, or similarly
the Christoffel symbols of the first kind [;7; to be completely symmetric. We know
from the Poincaré Lemmathat for a vector field V7, if O,V7 = 0, we can then write
the vector field as the divergence of a scalar potential V7 = 0;F. Since our metric
Ny7 is symmetric, we can therefore apply the Poincaré Lemma twice and see that it
follows that (2.21) is equivalent to defining the metric as the second derivative of a
Hesse Potential V
_ 0?V
IT ~ Galdot
However this presents the question of whether this has a geometrical or coordinate
(2.22)
invariant meaning. The metric we have defined is a second rank tensor, however the
second derivatives of a function are not. To obtain such a tensorfield we have to apply
a covariant derivative in the second step, N7y = V;0,;V, however this connection can
be different to the Levi-Civita connection. Denoting the connection symbols as ait,
to distinguish them from the standard Christoffel symbols [',, we can show that this
has a coordinate invariant meaning provided a connection V; with certain properties
exists.
Werecall that the connectionis torsion free if the connection symbols are symmetric
vs = ee. This is equivalent to imposing that
ViVuf =ViVif (2.23)
for all functions f [26]. Furthermore a connectionis flat if the corresponding curvature
tensor vanishes. For a torsion-free connection this is equivalent to imposing
ViVyuk = VVu* (2.24)
for all vector fields v*. For such flat and torsion free connections then we can find
so-called affine coordinates where Ay = 0 and hence V; = 0; in anylocal coordinate
patch. The connection symbols transform as a tensor under theaffine transformation
o! = Abo! + BY. (2.25)
Imposing that a torsion free and flat connection exists on a manifold it therefore follows
that the manifold can be covered by affine coordinate patches such that V; = 0; on
each patch. Consequently it follows that our definition of the metric (2.22) makes sense
provided the fields o/ correspond to V-affine coordinates.
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Howeverby restricting ourselves to the Levi-Civita connection we would be limited
to the trivial case of flat N77 metrics. Whilst this suggests we would need to formulate
our integrability condition in a coordinate independent way, by requiring o/ to be
V-affine coordinates then the coordinate invariant version of (2.21) is
VikNn = 0 (2.26)
or equivalently that the third rank tensor VzN77 is completely symmetric. We there-
fore obtain the mathematical definition of a Hessian manifold from [44], and have shown
these properties of the connection to be equivalent to our integrability condition which
was used to obtain (2.22).
Following from this definition we then observe that our integrability condition (2.19)
is solved by defining a dual coordinate
O”"'0,,47 = 0 (2.27)
This is always possible given a metric defined from the Hessian potential V(o) such
that
OV(c)
Oa!
Thus by imposing our metric to be Hessian we can find multi-centred instanton solutions
 (2.28)oj~
of the form
 
or() = Hy (x) =hy + >a (2.29)
  
where h;, ga are constants and x7,2_ € E This corresponds to N instantons, with
charges qgy located at positions x,.
2.3. Behaviour of Instanton Solutions
We have shown that instanton solutions can be found provided werestrict our metric
N7, to being the second derivative of a Hesse Potential Y. However not all possible
Hesse potentials will then provide solutions with a finite action when evaluated over
the instanton solution. By investigating the behaviour of the solutions at their centres
we can see if the solutions exhibit attractor behaviour such that the asymptotics are
independent of any boundary conditions imposed at infinity and hence determined only
by the charges. This fixed point behaviour ensures a finite action, and hence provides
a collection of models which we can then investigate further. In particular two types of
Hesse potential allow for a complete analysis, homogenous functions and the logarithms
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of homogenous functions, with the second corresponding to the models which can be
lifted to five dimensions with gravity. We will also discuss the lifting of other models
to five dimensions, with varying success and interest.
2.3.1 Hesse Potential VY =o?
The simplest model we can start with has a Hesse potential that depends ona single
scalar 0 and is homogenousof degree p = N + 2. Hence our metric, being the second
derivative of the Hesse potential, is proportional to a‘ and our sigma model has the
form
S= : / dao(Onoda — Abd). (2.30)
There are a numberof different interesting cases to consider here. The first case, N =
0,p = 2 correspondsto a free theory and henceis a trivial model to consider. However
the case N = 1,p = 3 corresponds to Euclidean vector multiplets that are obtained
by the time reduction of five-dimensional vector multiplets. Naively the N = —2 case
appears trivial as this would imply p = O and that the Hesse potential is just the
identity. Despite this, it can be seen by substituting for N into the action, that this
is possibly more interesting than this suggests. We would therefore like to include
this in our analysis and it will become apparent that this model is related to those
that contain gravity where the Hesse potential is not a homogenous polynomial but a
logarithm, VY = — logo.
By imposing the extremal instanton ansatz O,,0 = +0,,b our equation of motion
becomes
Am(a%0™o) = 0 (2.31)
which is equivalent to
AoN*1=0 (2.32)
Consequently, we have found our dual coordinate of o, which is given by a+!. Close
to the centre this solution has the form
ANE 1 (2.33)
hence implying a (2.34)
It follows that if N 1o— { 0 s - (2.35)
This behaviour has important significance that we will discuss later.
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2.3.2 General homogeneous Hesse potentials
The most simplistic generalisation that we can then apply is to look at Hesse potentials
which depend on an arbitrary numberof scalar fields and are homogeneous of degree
p. In this case the dual scalars _w
~ Oa!
Iare homogeneous functions of degree p — 1 of the scalars o*. This also defines our
op = Vy (2.36)
notation where we will be using a subscript capital middle alphabet roman character
upon the Hesse potential V(ca) to denote a derivative with respect to the scalar field.
It follows from Ao; = 0 that the dual scalars have the asymptotics 07 ~ r~? at the
centres, implying that 1 =on rPt, (2.37)
An important question we can investigate is how these solutions behave, particularly
at their centres. Thescalarfields always run off to 0 or infinity at the centres and hence
one can ask if these points are at finite or infinite distance, where we are replacing the
concept of distance with a concept of an affine curve parameter. This replacement is
essential as it is both sufficient and most simple if the case we can consideris that of a
single centred solution where the scalar fields are known to only vary upon anisotropic
submanifold. Hence we have to investigate whether r = 0 is at a finite or infinitely
valued location of an affine parameter along the null geodesic of the corresponding
solution. Using the definition of the dual scalars Ao; = 0, which is a harmonic map
from space-time E to a flat submanifold N € M, and with the radial coordinate, r, as
a curve parameter
0?0, 3007Ao; = => -— = 2.or Or? r Or (2.58)
we can introduce the coordinate 4
Tr
where A # 0, and B are constants and 7 is unique upto affine transformations. Hence
T is an affine curve parameter such that
0?
This is a reparameterisation of the geodesic such that our solution takes the very simple
form
o1(T) = qit +0,(0). (2.41)
By using these affine coordinates we see that
lim r(r) —> co (2.42)r30
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and this holds irrespective of our choice of affine coordinate. Thus our scalars always
run to infinite distance on the scalar manifold, which is different to the behaviour
previously observed for solutions such as extremal black holes. In these cases the scalar
fields display fixed point behaviour by approaching points that are determined by the
charges through black hole attractor equations. We wouldlike to see similar fixed point
behaviour for our instanton solutions given a general homogenous potential. However
this can be observed if instead we consider ratios of the scalar fields, rather than the
individual scalars themselves. Hence at the centres the limits are now finite and depend
solely upon the charges
OE, 5, OE (2.43)
OJ qJ
An alternative approach would be to perform a (singular) rescaling of our scalar fields
such that the new scalar fields are homogenous of degree zero. The natural way of
achieving this would be to take the appropriate power of the Hesse potential
Oo]op = Voo)e=l/p —~ finite. (2.44)
Hence for
1 ,f1\r}
OT~ an © (=) (2.45)
we would have
1 p/(p—1) ( -1)/ 1
Via) ~ (<3) Va) PrlP nw 2 (2.46)
Thusour rescaled ¢7 would have a finite parameter value. This discussion has given a
visual interpretation of the solutions we have generated, however at this level they have
no physical meaning. However for logarithmic models and when we couple to gravity
this will have physical implications which we will be discussed in chapter 5.
2.3.3 Hesse Potential V = eCraka'a7’o*
It is worthwhile to consider a couple of specific Hesse potentials that are connected
to models covered elsewhere in literature. In the case of the temporal reduction of
rigid supersymmetric five dimensional vector multiplets, then the most general Hesse
potential is the cubic polynomial [28]. We can ignore terms of quadratic orderorless,
as they either do not contribute (linear and constant terms) or provide only a constant
contribution (quadratic terms) to the scalar metric. We therefore look at the cubic
polynomial
Y= 5Craxololok (2.47)
with corresponding metric
Nig = Vis = Craxo* (2.48)
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where in the notation we are using V7, is the second derivative of the Hesse potential
with respect to the a! scalar fields. The dual coordinates a7 are normalised such that
1 1= Ye ee —Neo 2.49oO] 3 VE gaa (2.49)
and hence
ojo! = V(a) (2.50)
We obtain the multi-centred solution
op = b+yeBoalt (2.51)
It is generally not possible to find an explicit solution for o/ in terms of o; in terms
of the harmonic functions. However this is possible if we look at a specific case that is
related to the STU-model. In this case we have the more specific Hesse potential
Veuoo (2.52)
Renormalising our scalar fields, we can then write our dual fields as
0, = 070°, 09 = 0°a', 03 = 010? (2.53)
and hence our solution is
= Hy, (2.54)
where H7;, J = 1,2,3 are harmonic functions. We now obtain the explicit solutions
1 0203 H2H3= = 2.o a Hy,’ ( 55) 
with cyclic permutations of 1,2,3 for the other solutions. It is now explicitly clear that
the fields a! divergelike t for r > 0 whilst the ratios are finite and depend only upon
charges
o| Ay @sz= SO. 2.56aq1 (2-56)
2.3.4 Hesse Potential V = Cryo!o/o%o"
We can now extend our analysis to potentials of higher order, in this case a quartic
Hesse potential. Whilst this is not extendable to a 5-dimensional supersymmetric
model, which requires at most a cubic Hesse potential to ensure gauge symmetry, it
is still interesting to see that solutions can be constructed for such a model. The
corresponding metric is
1Nyy = ClIKLOoO (2.57)
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and the dual coordinates are given by
1 1ol = qClKLeonow SgMt (2.58)
Similarly to the previous examples these dual coordinates solve the harmonic equation
of motion, and hence we can be given as harmonic functions 07 = H;. Generally an
explicit solution for o/ is not possible, however homogeneity implies that 0% ~ r~2/3
as r > 0 and hence the ratios of the scalars have finite limits.
Also similarly to the previous examples, it is possible to find explicit solutions for
simple choices of Hesse potentials. If we take a similar form of potential to the STU
connected model, however quartic instead of cubic
 
V = 0107o%o4 (2.59)
we can then normalise the dual fields (0, = o?a%a*, etc.), and find the solutions
she (2382 ue _ (Zee) (2.60)
(a)? Ay ‘
with cyclic permutations for a”, 0? and o’.
2.3.5 Hesse Potential V = — log(c)
Logarithmic Hesse potentials are important solutions for our analysis as they are the
first set of solutions that we canlift to 5-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell type theories.
The simplest theory that we can start with is that of a single scalar
YV=-—loga (2.61)
where o > 0. The resulting metric is
y= 4 (2.62)a?
This modelis of the sameclass as the first model we investigated, and hence has similar
properties. The dual coordinate is proportional to V’ and can be normalised to
= (2.63)
a (2.64)
We can see the behaviour of the solution by considering the single centred solution
1
 = . 2.65
It follows that
1oe Rr? we 0. (2.66)
2.3.6 Hesse Potential V = — log(c!a7oa*)
The next interesting step that we can take is to add additional fields to the Hesse
potential. The Euclidean version of the STU-modelis obtained through considering
V = —log(a'o?o?) = — log a! — loga? — loga?. (2.67)
and hence this modelis simply three copies of the previous one. Hence we have similar
solutions to those we determined in the last example, with dual coordinates
1os 2.68Oo] al ( )
and explicit solutions can be found
1I = — 2.o A, ( 69)
Wewill discuss later the geometry of this solution, and how this can be then lifted to
a five dimensional extremal black hole solution of five dimensional supergravity.
2.3.7 Hesse Potential V = — log V(c) with homogeneous V(c)
Thefinal generalisation we can consideris to look at logarithmic potentials of homoge-
nous functions of arbitrary degree
V(o!) = —log V(o") (2.70)
where
V(Ao7) = ”V(o") (2.71)
where p is an integer. Hence the Hesse potential is not strictly a homogeneous function
but is homogenousof degree zero up to a constant shift. Thus the first derivatives
OV~ 2.72°1~ at (2.72)
are homogeneous of degree —1, and the metric
a’yvNyy == 2.13,'T~ dalacl (2.73)
is homogeneous of degree —2. We therefore observe solutions that correspond to the
case N=-2 in our first two examples in this section. In particular we see that the
solutions show the fixed point behaviour where they run off to infinite distance of an
affine parameter, whereas the ratios approach finite values determined by the charges.
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2.4 Dimensionallifting without gravity
One of the main aims of this work is to investigate the connection between solution
within five-dimensional theories and the four-dimensional instantons that we have cal-
culated. We are therefore interested in seeing how our models lift to five dimensions.
Initially we will look at how the theorieslift without including gravity and hence obtain
charged soliton solutions. The five dimensional theory we can obtain from lifting our
4-dimensional action (2.1) has the form
1 1S[o, Ay] = / dx (-5™y(7)O,074a! — gMJo)FLPe+... +) (2.74)
where p,v = 0,1,2,3,4 are five-dimensional Lorentz indices and the four dimensional
axionic field b/ has beenlifted to the time componentsofa five-dimensional gauge field
bt = —Af (2.75)
To ensure the theory is covariant, we also include the magnetic componentsof the five-
dimensional field strength, and allow for additional contributions provided they do not
contribute to the four dimensional model when we perform a temporal reduction. Hence
by restricting to static and purely electric configurations, and reducing with respect to
time we regain our original action. The instanton solutions are therefore associated
with electrically charged solitons. The five-dimensional theory has the equations of
motion
J l IJ Top J 1 I ppv |JNgo? + gOKN Ono OVo _ qOKNFP (2.76)
a, GyFel!) = 0 (2.77)
As we are interested in the properties of our instanton solution werestrict this to back-
ground where the solution is static and does not carry magnetic charge. This ensures
all time derivatives vanish, and the only non-vanishing field strength components can
be expressed in terms of the electrostatic potentials A‘, such that Fin = —Fint =
—OmAb = Omb!' and our hence the equations of motion take the form
1 1NxgsAo? + OKN1IOmo10"0" = 5OKNIIBomFY (2.78)
On (N1j0"AZ) = 0 (2.79)
By substituting in our axionic scalar, b/, these equations of motion areidentical to those
we obtained for our four dimensional theory. It follows that our extremal instanton
ansatz (2.13) corresponds to imposing
Omot = +FE (2.80)
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and hence that the scalars o/ are proportional to electrostatic potentials. For the
five dimensional vector multiplets this is the condition for a BPS solution with scalars
and electric fields. We can use these results to compare how the properties of our
five-dimensionalelectrically charged soliton relate to our four dimensional instantons
2.5 Para-holomorphic Coordinates and Para-Kahlar Man-
ifolds
Before we investigate the properties of our solutions it is worth investigating the ge-
ometry underlying the models that we have developed within this thesis. For metrics
with a target space Mof the form
ds” = Nj (do'do’ + db" db’) (2.81)
it is possible to introduce complex coordinates to obtain a Hermitian line element
ds* = N,;dX'dX! (2.82)
However for the action (2.1) with target space M which we have focused upon
throughout this thesis, we have the form
ds* = Nz4(a) (do'do’ — db'db’). (2.83)
which differs from (2.81) by a relative sign.
This geometry can be investigated by introducing the concept of a para-holomorphic
coordinate. This involves retaining an analogous structure to the imaginary number i
whilst replacing the imaginary unit with the para-complex unit e. Whilst i is defined
by i? = —1 and 7 = —i, the para-complex unit is defined as e? = 1 and é = —e.
The structure of the geometry of para-complex numbers was investigated in detail
in the review by Crunceanuet al. [45] and we will discuss their key features relevant for
this thesis here. Furthermore it has already been shown that para-complex numbers
can be used to derive a Euclidean version of supersymmetry within the original paper
on the supergravity description of the D-instanton [5]. For more detailed information
upon the para-complex geometry of rigid and local Euclidean vector multiplets we refer
the author to [30, 17] and for recent mathematical discussions to [46].
For the work within this thesis, we can introduce the para-holomorphic coordinates
x’ =o" + ep" (2.84)
such that the line element becomes manifestly para-hermitian
ds2, = N;ydX'dx”. (2.85)
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Analogous to the approach in the theory of complex manifolds we define an almost
para-complex structure on a 2n-dimensional manifold as a tensorfield J” of type (1,1)
where
InIp = Op (2.86)
with the additional condition that there are an equal numberof eigenvalues of 1 and -1.
The almost para-complex structure is called integrable if the Nienhuis tensor vanishes.
The J tensor in terms of para-holomorphic coordinatesis then diagonal with eigenvalues
+e. An integrable almost para-complex structure is then simply referred to as a para-
complex structure.
If the manifold also carries a metric then a compatibility condition between the
metric and the para-complex structure can be imposed. The metric gmn is then para-
hermitian if it has a para-complex structure which is also an anti-isometry
ImnIpIq = —Ipa- (2.87)
This is equivalent to imposing that the metric has only mixed para-holomorphic and
anti-para-holomorphic indices so that there the line elementis of the form
ggaX!dX”. (2.88)
It follows that a fundamental antisymmetric two-form
Wn *= Impl, (2.89)
can be defined. Where this two form is closed this further allows one to define para-
Kahler manifolds as para-hermitian. It follows that the metric can be defined in terms
of a para-Kahler potential
<=, O?K(X,X)
OX'OX”
It is then also possible to define special para-Kahler manifolds where the Kahler po-
(2.90)
tential is expressible in terms of a para-holomorphic prepotential
K(X,X)=e( X! F(X) )( ; i ) ( BX) ). (2.91)
These manifolds are called affine special para-Kahler manifolds and are the target spaces
for rigid Euclidean vector multiplets.
A feature of the dimensional reduction over time is that it generates such para-
Kahler manifolds from Hessian manifolds. Considering dimensional reduction without
coupling to gravity the line element
ds* = N,j;do!do! (2.92)
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maps
ds, = Nyy (do'do! — db!db!) = NyjdX'dX” (2.93)
such that if the original line element is Hessian then it follows that the new one is
para-Kahler
K
axlax’
OV =Nri(o) = aon > NIX +X) = 2.94Oa!da ( )
where
K(X + X) = 4V(o(X, X)). (2.95)
We can now rewrite our Euclidean four dimensional action in terms of these para-
holomorphic coordinates
1 — _S[X]o4) = / @asNiHX +X)OnXA"X? (2.96)
where the metric is defined by a para-Kahler prepotential which corresponds to the
Hesse potential which was discussed in the previous section.
2.5.1 Hesse Potentials and Para-Kahler Potentials
The logarithmic Hesse potential that we evaluated in section 2.3.5 provides the action
4
1 m7S= / 2 (Ondo — Ib”) (2.97)
which can be rewritten in terms of para-holomorphic coordinates as
Om XO™Xs= /dg (2.98(ROX)?
and hence this is a model with a para-Kahler target space with para-Kahler poten-
tial K = —log(X + X). The target space of this model is the symmetric space
SL(2,IR)/SO(1,1) which is AdS?,
Asbefore, this can then be extended to include further sigmafields, which due to the
behaviour of the logarithm under products of the sigma fields provides multiple copies
of this model. With 3 such copies then the STU model with para-Kahler potential
K = —log((X! + X1)(X? + X?)(x3 + X3)) (2.99)
is generated. The target space of this model is even projective special para-Kahler and
is covered in detail in [17]. However the para-holomorphic prepotential can then be
seen to be given by bao eg
P==a (2.100)
which is the form expected for Euclidean vector multiplets coupled to gravity. However
before we extend our model to include gravity we would now like to investigate the
properties of our instanton solutions.
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2.6 Summary
By introducing a Wick rotated four dimensional non-linear sigma model which can be
constructed through the dimensional reduction of a five dimensional theory which is
not coupled to gravity we then discussed the conditions which allow for us to construct
instanton type solutions. We then investigated the equations of motion of the model
and introduced the instanton ansatz (2.13) which allowed us to construct multi-centred
solutions without requiring supersymmetry. This was achieved by requiring the metric
to be defined to be the second derivative of a Hesse potential. A number of explicit
examples were then discussed.
The solutions which have been generated are expected to correspond to instanton
solutions that can be lifted to black holes in a higher dimensional theory and this is
developed further in chapter 5. However this still leaves a number of questions unan-
swered. Firstly, are these solutions true instanton solutions and if so, how have we
managed to circumvent Derricks Theorem? Through investigating the instanton am-
plitudes this discussed in detail in chapter 4. Before we discuss this, we first would like
to understand the properties of our solution, their geometry and how they correspond
to the supersymmetric models which have been discussed in detail in the literature.
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Chapter 3
Properties of Instanton Solutions
The instanton solutions that we have generated from our model have a numberof asso-
ciated properties. They carry charge, and have a particular geometrical interpretation.
The models can also be understood in terms of Hodge dual tensor fields, and through
investigating this aspect we will motivate the instanton action which allows us to un-
derstand the behaviour of the instanton solution from the perspective of the behaviour
at a boundary. Finally the models we have currently looked at have not required any
discussion of supersymmetry as our requirement for them to originate from models de-
fined with a Hessian potential allows us to discuss a more general set of models which
include those of supersymmetry as a subset. We will conclude this section by discussing
how our instanton solutions are related to the supersymmetric case. The major em-
phasis is on work published in [47] however, aspects of the discussion, particular the
first two sections are based upon work in [41].
3.1 Instanton charges
3.1.1 Harmonic functions and instanton charges
By investigating the connection between harmonic functions and the existence of a re-
duction of the second order equations of motion to first order, we now would like to
justify our assertion that the parameters qg; in our Harmonic functions can be inter-
preted as charges, and hencealso present a definition of instanton charge. This will
allow us to derive our instanton solutions from a different perspective. It has already
been shown that this connection exists for extremal non-BPS black holes [42, 43, 48].
Wewill show that by imposing that solutions carry finite instanton charges automati-
cally implies that the equations of motion can be replaced by first order equations.
The model which we have presented has already been shown to have a constant shift
symmetry of b! = 6! + C! for our target manifold M and hence implies the existence
of n charges and an associated current
= Om (Ni7(c)0™b”) . (3.1)
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The charge associated with this current is simply
Qr= petri = fas (Nr3(7)Omb”) « (3.2)
where we have used the fact that J; is a total derivative in order to rewrite Q; as a
surface charge.
Dueto our equation of motion 0(Ny;JOmb? ) these charges vanish identically, unless
we also include sources. Throughout this thesis we will only consider point-like sources,
located where the harmonic functions which parameterise the solution have poles. In
Euclidean theories such point-like sources, which are located in space and time, are
referred to as (-1) branes and interpreted as instantons. Hence we can extend our
theories in the same way as the theories of topics such as string dualities are also
extended and which our class of action provide modelsfor.
In order that we have non-vanishing instanton charge we also require particular
behaviour at the asymptotics of our solution. By assuming that our solution is restricted
to a finite region, we can then take the limit r > oo, where r is the radial coordinate of
the region. Expanding in powers of ! the contributionof the leading term of the solution
should be finite and non-vanishing, while sub-leading terms should not contribute.
Taking the integration surface to be $?, with radius r and integrating over the angles
which our solution does not depend upon ourresultant chargeis
Q1 = 2n? lim (r?N73(c)0,b7) (3.3)
where the 27? is the volume of the unit three-sphere. As we are looking for finite
and also non trivial solutions, we assume that Q, is neither infinite or zero. Hence we
expect the leading term to be of the form x and therefore this term is the derivative
of a spherically symmetric harmonic function H,(r)
1 Qr =N7j0,b7 = —5 +--+ =Om Le ATIO; a2 73 + 0, Hy(r) + (3 )
with ;
~ di ~
Hy(r) = ~) + hy (3.5)
In direct comparison to before this leaves us with two distinct cases. The first case
requires imposing that the full solution is spherically symmetric. It then follows that a
solution is obtained by setting all sub-leading terms to zero and imposing the extremal
instanton ansatz (2.13). Hence we observe that the solution is spherically symmetric
with the modification of a 6-function type source term at r = 0, and magnitude q7.
Hencethis is interpreted as a (—1)-brane of total charge q7
Alternatively for non spherically symmetric solutions we have to impose that the
asymptotics are subject to the extremal instanton ansatz. Thus we obtain instanton
solutions provided
N1JOmb? = OmH(z) (3.6)
Al
The right handside is a total derivative and hence this requires an integrability condi-
tion similar to (2.19) and the condition on the scalar metric N7z @ (—N7,7) of M to be
para-Kahler. It then follows that the second order equations of motion have be reduced
to first order quasi-linear partial differential equations
Omb! = N17OmHy(x) (3.7)
where N/Y is the inverse of N;j. This is only possible if there exist charges Q; which
prescribe the asymptotic behavior of the solutions.
Solutions with the correct asymptotics are then given by the standard harmonic
functions
dala) =hy+ yse —ta? (3.8)
with x, 2, € R*. The leading term is then
N
Ay (a) & ep 2 ta! + Ollel™) (3.9)
a=1
and hence the total instanton charge is g7 = Lele Gal
The relation between the single centered solution and the versions calculated in
chapter 2 can be seen by applying the generalised extremal instanton ansatz
0,o7 = N7,0,0! = NiR}O,b" = R}NjK0,b* (3.10)
where Ri, is a rotation matrix which generalises the instanton ansatz. It follows that
the solutions we obtain are equal up to an additive constant
OmHy = R4OmHy (3.11)
However, the coefficients of the harmonic functions are then also related through the
rotation matrix
qr = Rig (3.12)
Thus we have shownq; does have the form of a charge, and that by making this assertion
we can obtain our instanton solutions as we did before within chapter 2. Furthermore,
this equation is related to the multi-centred solution as it would refer to the centre of
a single centre whereall centres would have the same R-matrix.
3.2 Dualisation
The interpretation of our solutions as instantons would suggest that we expect that
by substituting into the action we would obtain a finite and positive result that is
proportional to the charges. However from our scalar fields only varying along null
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directions of the target space it is obvious that our action evaluated upon these solutions
is identically zero. This is an inherent problem of an action that is not positive definite,
and exhibits such solutions. Howeverto interpret them as instanton solutions we require
a non trivial instanton action.
This problem has also been encounteredin the type IIb D-Instantonsolutions [{5, 11],
and it has been observed that a finite instanton action can be obtained by working with
the dual form of the theory. This requires the dualisation of the axionic scalars b! into
tensor fields, such that the sigma model action (2.1) can be rewritten to a tensor form.
3.2.1 The Dual form of the D = 4 sigma model
For the sigma model we investigate within this model, the axionic scalars b! only appear
in the field equations through their field strengths F/, = 0,,b'. We re-express these
in terms of Hodge dual three-forms H,,,,,); which by construction satisfy the Bianchi
identities
OmAnpqr = 9- (3.13)
These can then be written, at least locally, as the exterior derivatives of two-form gauge
fields Hinp|t = 3!OpmBypj|r Such that the standard lagrangian for a theory of scalars oa!
and a two-form gaugefield B,,,); has the form
1 1
C= —ZN15(2)8mo"Imo" _ aah(O)AmnHy". (3.14)
The euclidean form is obtained by applying wick rotation and hence the resulting
Euclidean action is positive definite
Sglo, B| = - f date (3.15)
This action is equivalent to the Euclidean sigma modelaction that we obtain (2.1) in
that it has the same equations of motion. We use a Lagrange multiplier to promote the
Bianchi identity (3.13) into an equation of motion which follows from the Lagrangian
2.3
+201"1A,Hyg) J) (3.16)
1 1 mnSr = jets (511(0)0mn0!mo! + say(0)Amnp\rHy =
where b/ is the Lagrange multiplier, and \ is a normalisation constant.
The variation of the action with respect to the tensor field H;""” gives
Ay’? = 3!AN7y(o)er"P1qb? (3.17)
and hence wesee that H;"”” and 0,,b/ are Hodge duals. By substituting back into the
action and integrating by parts it follows
1Slo,b] = / da (5N1(o)ana!a”o’ _ 5(31A)?N12/00"
+(31A)? ¢BEN,sOmb!. (3.18)
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By setting (3!A)? = 1 we therefore obtain our bulk action (2.1), with an additional
surface boundary term. Wecan alsocalculate the variation of o/ and hence obtain the
equations of motion for o/ and Browilt
1dO” (NrjOmo7) = 5O1NKOmo8a* (3.19)
O(NBeez) = 0 (3.20)
By substituting (3.17) it is observed that these are equivalent to our equations of motion
(29),
Alternatively we could have taken the dual action (3.15) and applied the Bogo-
mol’nyi trick to rewrite it as a sum of perfect squares with a remainder term
si plan (tel Llane.) le ghee[o, B] = je Z ; (ana + ai Emnpqll7 ) + gi Om? € Hepp) = (a2)
By equating the bulk term to zero we obtain a minimum of the action. This occurs
when
 
1Amo! = tov"“Grompallge (3.22)   
which is the Hodge dual version of our extremal instanton ansatz. By imposing this
ansatz, as well as the Bianchi identity it follows that we obtain the same equations of
motion as we obtained in the original theory. This extremal instanton ansatz is similar
to the (anti-)self-duality condition observed for Yang-Mills instantons, which is only
easily seen in the dual form.
3.2.2 The Instanton Action
By evaluating the bulk action upon our instanton solution in the scalar theory, we
observe that the action trivially vanishes. However in the dual form we observe an
additional boundary term which now expect to allow us to construct the action of our
instanton solution. By substituting the dual instanton ansatz back into the action we
obtain the instanton action
Sinst ia [@2Nisno!a"o! (3.23)
which can be rewritten as a boundary term up to those terms proportional to the
equations of motion
Sinst = ¢ BI"N301Amo. (3.24)
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Similarly to the Yang Mills instantons, we suspect this to be possible to express in
termsof charges. As the B-field has an abelian gauge symmetry Brn > Brn +20jmAn|
we can define the magnetic charge
1 nQr= a fBS"ennaH™ (3.25)
where the normalisation has been chosen to be comparable with the charges we calcu-
lated from the scalar theory. Applying the extremal dual instanton ansatz it follows
that
Q; = f BPX™N]Oma”. (3.26)
This can then be compared to the instanton action (3.23), and we see that
Sinst = a! (00)Q1 (3.27)
provided the boundary term from the centres of the harmonic functions do not con-
tribute.
This assumption can be investigated by considering the contribution of a single
centre to the instanton action
lim PLN701Imo? = lim Qn?N170'0,07. (3.28)
Tr S3 Tr
We know that N7j0m,07 is a partial derivative and hence close to the centre
Ny,jO,o7 ~ a (3.29)
Hence to have a finite contribution to the instanton action we require a finite limit at
the centres of our solutions, otherwise we should not interpret them as instantons. In
order to obtain (3.27) we also require the stronger condition that the scalars vanish at
the centres. This is true for the scalar D-instanton solutions from string theory.
If one now substitutes the solution into the original action with boundary term
added,the result is
 
Sins = f BI™Nzsb!Amb! = b!(00)Qr (3.30)   
and the a! fields have now been replaced with the axionic b! fields. The extremal
instanton ansatz 0,0! = 0,,b! implies that o/ and b! are equal up to a constant, hence
b! (00) = a! (00)+c!. Thustheinstanton actions obtained from the dualaction and from
the original action with boundary term added only agree if the integration constants c!
are chosen to be zero. This reflects that while the dual actions are completely equivalent
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classically, as they lead to the same equations of motion, they are only equivalent ‘up
to zero modes’ as quantum theories.
The existence of the instanton action motivates our assertions and investigations in
chapter 2 where we discussed the fixed point behaviour of models with different Hesse
potentials, and hence which models exhibit finite instanton actions. It is therefore
instructive for us to briefly revisit the behaviour of these solutions.
3.2.3. Hesse Potentials revisited
Now that we have introduced the concept of the instanton action we can return to our
Hesse potentials from section 2.3 and provide a more lucid description of the fixed point
behaviour. For simplicity we will discuss the Hesse potential of the form
V=e" (3.31)
as our observations can then be easily extended. We previously observed that
— (3.32)r0 0 if N<-—lOO if N>-1
due to o ~ rN1,
It follows that we can therefore only find a finite action, with the form Sts =
o!(o0)Q, for either logarithmic prepotentials or those which are homogeneousof neg-
ative degrees p = 2,3,.... However for models with N > —1, including the N = 1
case which corresponds to the temporal-reductionof five-dimensional vector multiplets,
the instanton action is infinite due to the contributions from the centres. Thus these
models do not contain properfinite action instanton solutions. Whilst the NV = —1 case
cannot be covered by the above analysis due to the form of the o coordinate. However
one doesfind that logo is harmonic and hence the limit at the centre is zero or infinite
depending upon the sign of the charge.
3.3. Supersymmetric field configurations
One key property of the solutions that we have generated is that they do not depend
upon supersymmetry. However, we would like to provide an explicit example of how
our instanton solutions are related to supersymmetric version and for this we will
concentrate upon the four dimensional NV = 2 Euclidean vector multiplets. Using these
vector multiplets we would like to show that the instanton ansatz which we impose
naturally drops out of the formalism we require. This requires us to investigate the
supersymmetric theory written in terms of para-holomorphic coordinates and hence
composedofthe fields (X7, Mier Y”!) where X! is the para-complex scalar X! =
o' +eb!, re is the positive chiral spinor and F’ n|- is the anti-dual field strength.
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3.3.1 BPS states
In order to obtain our BPS states we require non-trivial scalar fields which are invariant
under half of the Supersymmetry transformations. We can therefore set the fermions
and the gauge fields to zero. Using the supersymmetry transformations from the in-
troduction section (1.59) and discussed in detail in [47] we can now write down the
following conditions upon ourfields:
bl = —50Xx'e —Ye,; = 0
b= —5X!e, -YVe_5 =0
oy! = 9, (3.33)
Wecan also consistently set Y“! = 0 which is the equation of motion of the auxiliary
field in a bosonic background. The remaining scalar action then has the form
4,1 y Tam JS= Pasi (X, X) OmX°O"X (3.34)
with X! =a +eb'
Hence the remaining condition on the scalar fields is simply
—5Ox'e =0 (3.35)
plus its para-complex conjugate. The supersymmetry transformation parameters ¢'
are symplectic Majorana spinors and hence have been decomposed into para-complex
chiral components
f=te (3.36)
such that 1.a= 3 (c + e(—i)yoe'). (3.37)
We can make the choice that
roe’ = —ie! (3.38)
or that
yoe = ie? (3.39)
and hence reduce the number of supersymmetry parameters from 8 to 4, and thus the
remaining invariant field configurations have 4 Killing spinors and consequently are
5-BPS states. For definiteness we choose the constraint (3.38) and hence
IcL
=
—(1Fe)eé (3.40)Nle
R
Thus we can substitute back into the constraint on the scalar field, which becomes
Ao! + eb')(1 Fee’ =0 (3.41)
AT
We now needto find a non-trivial solution to this para-complex equation. This is one
that does not require constant scalar fields and can be found provided we make use of
the para-complex relation
(l+e)(1—e)=0 (3.42)
Thus we require the first factor to be proportional to (1 + e) which occurs when
do! = po! (3.43)
As the y matrices are linearly independent it follows that we obtain
Amo! = +8mb! (3.44)
whichis the extremal instanton ansatz (2.13). Therefore 5-BPS states naturally require
the extremal instanton ansatz to be imposed in order for non trivial values of the scalar
field to be found.
3.3.2 Adapted Coordinates
It is also possible for us to use adapted coordinates rather than para-complex coor-
dinates to explain the behaviour of our scalar fields. These adapted coordinates are
defined by
Xi=ol+d! (3.45)
and can be used to understand the behaviourof the fields without requiring the inclusion
of the less intuitive para-complex number e. Using these coordinates the Euclidean BPS
condition for a purely scalar background is then
i
bE=9X40
bgt = — SOX! nf, (3.46)
with chiral projections €4f = $(1+4 (—i)y°)€" of the fermions and 7. = 5(1+4(—i)7°)e!
for the supersymmetry parameters.
Now by imposing that iy°e! = eit follows that if = 0 and for the scalar fields
A@X1 =0 6 Ono! = —Ond". (3.47)
Alternatively by imposing that iy°e’ = —e’ thenit follows that m. = 0 and our condition
becomes
OX! =08 dno! = Amb! (3.48)
Thus by combining both cases we recover the extremal instanton ansatz. Throughout
this thesis, we could have used adapted coordinates, however weshall favour the use
of para-holomorphic coordinates as they provide a more intuitive comparison to the
complex geometry one would see in Minkowski solutions.
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3.4 Summary
Within this chapter we have investigated the properties of the instanton solutions which
we constructed within chapter 2. We have shown that we can associate the parameters
Q, as charges which originate from the shift symmetry of the axionic b/ fields. This
allowed us to determine a dualised form of our model where we replaced the axionic
fields with antisymmetric tensor fields. Furthermore we show that this generates a
positive definite action which saturates a Bogomol’nyi bound. Through substituting
our instanton solution back into the action, this is shown to vanish which would suggest
that our solutions are not consistent instanton solutions. However through the addition
of the boundary term from the dualisation procedure we acquire the result we expect.
The next chapter will investigate this boundary term through the evaluation of the
instanton transition amplitude.
As these instanton solutions saturate a Bogomol’nyi bound then for the case of
supersymmetric models these are then expected to be BPS solutions. We showed
that these are then invariant underhalf of the Euclidean supersymmetry transforma-
tions. This is explicitly shown through the para-holomorphic parameterisation before
webriefly discuss an alternative description using adapted coordinates.
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Chapter 4
Instanton amplitudes
Instantons are important objects in quantum mechanicsas they provide non-perturbative
corrections to the Euclidean functional integrals evaluated for amplitude calculations.
These corrections come from the additional saddle points that such instantons describe
and within this chapter we would like to discuss their role in such calculations. We
follow the calculations that Mohaupt and I discuss in [47] in the evaluation of the
transition amplitude between sectors of different axionic charge.
4.1 A Toy Example
It is informative to start by presenting a simple one-dimensional toy example where we
have the integral J over the real line
I = dxe~F(), (4.1)
—oo
Weidentify this as a toy one dimensional equivalent to the partition function
Z= J Boese (4.2)
where we can assume f(a) can be analytically continued into the complex plane z = x+
iy with a sharp saddle point at z, = ia anda «€R. Thus a saddle point approximation
can be obtained by performing a Gaussian integration through the saddle point. For
the type of functional integrals we are interested in we can now assumethat f(x) has
a minimum if we are on a contour parallel to the R-axis
0?f(z)z=2, > 0. (4.3)
To obtain the saddle point approximation we now expand f to second order and take
an integration contour of z(x) = 4 +ia@ with —oo < x < oo. Henceourintegration has
the approximate form
+ia ooae [- def(ee) BF"(ee)(2-ae)? = / davef(ia) - 302 f (ia).2?
—oot+ia oo
~ (82 f(ia))~? eF(a), (4.4)
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For our instanton solutions the important term is f(ta) which would correspond to
the instanton action we discussed in the previous chapter. To have a consistent saddle
point approximation we need that f(ia) > 0, so that the value of the action at the
saddle point is real and positive, and also that 02f(ia) is positive definite so that the
Gaussian integral is damped. We can then use this as a building block for calculating
the transition amplitude of our instanton solutions. .
4.2 The Wick rotated scalar action
The form of the of the Euclidean action generated from the Wick rotation of the
Minkowski action was discussed in section two. The Wick rotation involves taking the
time coordinate, and analytically continuing it into the imaginary plane x° = —it and
hence the Euclidean action we obtain is
1 ;Szlo, b] = >| d'xNi;(c) (Ono10™a! + Omnb'O"b’ ) (4.5)E
It is worth noting that we have slightly changed our notation from the previous chap-
ter, with lower case indices. This is unique to this chapter, as it allows us to have a
more intuitive label for our initial and final states. The Wick rotated action is positive
definite, and hence by Derrick’s theorem contains no real saddle points. If this action
had a real saddle point, it would give rise to a meaningful semiclassical approximation,
as the partition function in this form is such that we could generate our instanton so-
lutions. We can use this action to calculate a meaningful semi-classical approximation,
as the partition function
Z= / DoDbe~#7) (4.6)
is damped. While the lack of non-trivial real saddle points naively rules out instanton
contributions to the amplitude, can now show that this action does have complex saddle
points which provides a consistent saddle point approximation.
4.2.1 Instanton amplitudes
We wouldlike to calculate the transition amplitudes from our Euclidean action, as we
would like to derive the boundary term that provides us with a non vanishing instanton
action. This calculation will follow the classical computations by Coleman and Lee for
axionic wormholes [9], and was adapted by Gutperle and Chiodaroli for instantons from
the hypermultiplet representation [49].
The amplitude that we calculate is the transition between twodifferent axionicfield
configurations and hence we treat the a’ fields as spectators throughout. We denote
the initial and final field configuration of the b'(x) fields as x/(x) and y‘,(z) with x a
coordinate on Euclidean space E = R; x R?. Finally we take t; ~ —oo and tp > oo to
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find the asymptotic configurations. Denoting the initial and final states as |I) = |y7)
and |F’) = |v) the Euclidean transition amplitude between the two states is
A = (FleF(e-™) 7) (4.7)
for a model with Hamiltonian H. It follows that the functional integral we are interested
in is
A= nc Dbe~S#16l (4.8)
where the boundary conditions are determined by the initial and final states.
The transitions that we would like to calculate are between states of different initial
and final axionic charge Q! and a that correspond to the n conserved charges that
we observed in our models previously. We are able to perform such a calculation
by inserting suitable projection operators such that we are calculating the transition
amplitudes between states of prescribed initial and final charge densities pt (Z) and
p! (@) where
Qi!*= |i: Bayi!" (z). (4.9)
Such projects are equivalent to the insertion of a functional delta function in the ampli-
tude such that the time-like components of the Noether currents j,,|i(Z) take prescribed
values at the initial and final times t; and tr. Hence our projection operator has the
form
P,\I) = 6(p" — 5f)|xz1) (4.10)
where we have simplified the notation but understand that j/ = Sal) is the Noether
current, and we havethe delta function
nm6-H) = TT [[=9 (eh@- i.) (4.11)
cER}_;, i
In order to apply this projection operator to our functional integral we take the
Fourier representation of the functional delta function. This leads to an additional
functional integral over auxiliary functions 7 = (7}(Z)) and yr = (y}(Z)) which exist
on the initial and final hypersurfaces
P)|Z) = / Dopet i PX!3117), (4.12)I
We now simplify the notation by using the letters I and F to indicate an integration
over the initial hypersurface, or a functional integral over functions upon those hyper-
surfaces, and omit the arguments of our functions. We also introduce a short-hand
notation such that
(p! — jf).= (oh (#) — h(a)4) (4.13)
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Recalling that the Noether charge Q; generated shift symmetries upon the axionic
field b' > b' + C’, we also observe that Ge .yr generates shifts with the parameter 7 (2)
and the states such that |y7) >- |x; + yr). Thus
Pill) = [Petit+1) (4.14)
I
PrlF) = | Dyzent Si PF"18|v + yp) (4.15)”
and the charge density projected amplitude becomes
A = (|Ppe#@r—t)py)
- / Dyp / Dy Dbe' Se P261tS, PEP1Selb (4.16)F I BC
where the boundary conditions are given by
b'(#,t1) = x(Z) + 74 (2) , b'(@, te) = x’p(@) + Ye(#). (4.17)
In order to evaluate these functional integrals we now combine them into a single
integral over the axionic fields b’(a) without boundary conditions. This can be achieved
by setting
VI/F = V1/F — X1/F (4.18)
Substituting in the amplitude wetherefore obtain
A= | Dir | Dir | Doe' Sr PEGr—xPefet fy PE—x1)6" e-Selb] (4.19)F I BC
with updated boundary conditions
b(#, trp) = Vp). (4.20)
The functional integrals over the new parameter 4;/ are integration over boundary
conditions for the axionic fields b’(a), and hence we have obtained an integral over b' (x)
without boundary conditions.
A= (cise xeel+i fxr") [ Doeide bof—4 f, bo! -ig—Se[b] (4.21)
Reducing the integral to this form has the effect of incorporating the behaviour of
the position eigenstates with respect to the charge eigenstates within a phase factor
which is in front of the functional integral. The integral over the b’ fields is unrestricted
howeverit is still dependant upon the boundary conditions through a boundary term.
If we dropped this boundary term we would simply obtain the partition function. This
boundary term corresponds to the boundary term that was calculated by considering
the Hodge dual theory and hence we expect to relate to our instanton action (3.23).
We therefore combine the boundary term into the more elegant expression
y= if azv'o! -i| Bzb'pf = -if bp; (4.22)
I F OE
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where OF is the boundary with orientation such that we have homology class [OE] =
[F’]—[Z]. For our spherically symmetric instanton solutions, and other similar ones such
as the type IIb D-instanton this boundary is then an asymptotic three sphere 0 = S?inf’
While these are the boundary terms relevant for the transition amplitudes consid-
ered in this chapter, the instanton solutions which lift to single and multi-centered
black hole solutions have an asymptotic sphere at infinity OF = Se Whilst they also
have further boundary components which arise from cutting out small balls around the
points where the harmonic functions become singular we have previously shown that
these boundary components do not correspond to the instanton action, if we impose
that the instanton action is finite.
We can now summarise the amplitude as
 
A(xr. xr: p' rho") = ctFxe | DerSe-E, (4.23)   
This is an important result that shows we can reduce the amplitude calculation to
a finite path integral we can calculate with a multiplicative phase term and hence that
our instanton solution provides a contribution to the path integral.
In order to consider the saddle point approximation we need to identify the critical
points of the action. However, we need to account for the boundary term and wedo this
by considering the variations of both the bulk term and boundary term independently.
By varying the boundary term, weclearly see that
dL = -i $ PZ50'p; (4.24)
however we also need to consider any boundary terms that are generated from varying
the bulk action due to applying the process of integration by parts.
6S = / d'xNj;(o)On50'O™b?
= / d‘x (Nij(o)O™b!5b') — / d*20m (Nij(o)O™b’) Ob"
= ¢ Bn” Nij(o)OmbI 6b! — /dm (Nij(o)0™b') Ob! (4.25)
with n™ the outer normal to the boundary. The second term provides the equation of
motion of bt
Om (Nij(o)O™b’) = 0 (4.26)
which comes from the shift symmetry of the axionic scalars. Howeverthefirst term is
a contribution to the variation at the boundary and hencetheresulting total boundary
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variation is
(68 +- 32)\isumdary = ¢ (n™Nij(7)Omb’5' — idb'p;) (4.27)
- [ Bz (Nij(o)O.b' — ip) 6b* — | dz (Nij(o)Ob’ — ip!) ob
Hence for the boundaryvariation to vanish, this implies
(Nij()0)4, = 10)" @) (4.28)
Potentially this is a confusing statement, because one would expect that both sides
of the equation should be real. However with further inspection it becomesclear that
pl!*(@) must be real because these are the charge densities of the physical states be-
tween which the amplitude is computed. This implies that the saddle point solution
b' must obey imaginary boundary conditions. However these boundary conditions are
physically meaningful as they correspond to the Wick rotated theory where we have
introduced a factor of i to the time component of vectors. Thus, we can rewrite this
boundary condition in terms of Minkowski space-time as
(Nii (a0)00") po = Pi (4.29)
4.2.2 The saddle point approximation
We now turn our attention to performing the saddle point approximation so that the
integral can be evaluated. In order to find explicit non-trivial saddle points we need to
reinstate the a’ scalar fields and hence we have a full bulk action
Splo,b] = ; / d'tNi;(o) (Oma'O™a! + Omb'O™b’) (4.30)
and by calculating the variation on o* we have the extremal instanton ansatz
Amo = Lidb* (4.31)
Thus by working with the definite Euclidean action we obtain an imaginary saddle point
solution of the bulk action, bt. This is consistent with the boundary variation, and
henceit is this saddle point contribution to the amplitude that we will now calculate.
Denoting the saddle point by ot and bi, = it where 8% € R we have
j I/FNij(o)08 |p). = 94 (4.32)
from the boundary conditions. Theo*fields are treated as classical on-shell background
fields which are constrained to obey their bulk equations of motion without setting
boundary conditions.
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The leading quantum amplitude A comes from evaluating the action at the saddle
point where the bulk action has already been noted to vanish due to the imposing of
the extremal instanton ansatz
SE[ox, bs] = ; / d'xNij(%) (OmaOa, + OmbO™b) = 0. (4.33)
However we also need to consider the boundary action where
Elbe] =—i f siti, = f dPa9% = pi(te)QP — B4(t)Q! (4.34)
thus
A x eTSeEe = eh = eoBa (tr OP -Bi(t1)Q] (4.35)
It therefore follows that if 6¢(t~) = 6'(t7) = Bo then
Es = Bo(QF — Qi) (4.36)
and the instanton amplitude is proportional to the difference between the initial and
final state charges as would be expected for a tunneling amplitude between charged
ground states. The transition amplitude now depends upon the values of the axionic
fields 6! hence breaking the continuousshift symmetry of the axions to a discrete subset
of imaginary shifts in 6" or equivalently real shifts in b’.
Bia B+2nk ob + Ik (4.37)
where k € Z Such breaking of the shift symmetry by the instantons is an expected
quantum effect and as a global symmetry it does not provide an inconsistency of the
theory.
In order to provide a consistent saddle point approximation we require a damped
functional integral, that is one whose fluctuation determinant is positive definite. This
is the case provided we perform the functional integration along what we call real
directions in b’-field space. This mean that if we shift the integration variable such
that
bY = ift +b (4.38)
with 3% the saddle point solution already discussed and B' the new integration variable
we obtain
Axe™ / Die2 J PaNij(on)OmBomb (4.39)
The integrand has zero linear terms in b' and hence an expansion around the saddle
point is valid. Since Nj; is assumed positive definite, and we have a damped fluctuation
determinant, this leads to a Gaussian Integral. It follows that the saddle point is well
defined, and hence by comparing to our toy model, this does provide the features for
the axionic function integral.
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4.3 The indefinite scalar Euclidean action
Currently we have only considered the Wick rotated Euclidean action. However in
the process of constructing instantons in the second chapter we coupled the Wick
rotation with an analytic continuation of the axionic field such that b' > ib’. For
ease of comparison with the positive definite action we set 6’ = ib’ and hence we are
considering the action of the form
Salo, 6] = ; [ dxNyy (Oma— Om3'O™B) . (4.40)
If we substitute the instanton solution {o1, 8} back into this action we obtain
Sxlox, Bx] = 0 (4.41)
as a consequence of the extremal instanton ansatz (2.13) that we apply in order to
obtain the solutions. At first glance by circumventing Derrick’s Theorem to obtain
our instanton solutions it appears that we have restricted our ability to evaluate the
instanton amplitude. It also suggests that the interpretation of our solutions requires
reconsidering as we require a positive definite bulk action in order to perform a mean-
ingful saddle-point approximation.
4.3.1 Instanton amplitudes
The question we would like to ask is whether or not we can use the indefinite action
to calculate the instanton amplitudes. The main point is that we should consider the
Euclidean continuation as a method to compute a fixed physical amplitude of a given
fixed theory in Minkowski space. We will now show that it therefore follows that
different ‘Euclidean versions’ are different analytic continuations and hence give the
sameresult for physical quantities. An alternative point of view is to take the Euclidean
theory as fundamental, and then it is possible that different Euclidean theories lead to
different physics on Minkowski space when under analytic continuation. However we
then require that the Euclidean theories have a consistent saddle point approximation.
For the class of models considered in this Chapter our calculation show that for both
the definite and the indefinite Euclidean scalar action there is only one consistent way
to perform in each case, each leading to the same theory in Minkowski space.
Theinitial and final states of the amplitude which we calculate are the charge or
position eigenstates of the original Minkowskifield b’. Thus when using the rotated
field 8’ = —ib' the boundary conditions are
iBY(Z,trp) = xi/p(2) (4.42)
Henceit is worth reviewing some of the key points of the previous calculation in terms
of the variable 6’. In particular the variation of the bulk action Sp with respect to the
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rotated axions leads to a real saddle point 6’ = 8. However the boundary conditions
of the functional integral representing the amplitude are now imaginary valued. Thus
the charge projected amplitude has the form
Ra ecnifxe / DBe-Sel8l-S1610l (4.43)
The phase factor which is in front of the integral is identical to the positive definite
case as the physical eigenstates do not depend on the analytic continuation. However in
the saddle point approximation the 3‘ decompose into two components. A real saddle
point solution 8% and purely imaginary fluctuation Bi = ib!
B=R +h =f -i (4.44)
Hence the integration is over purely imaginary configurations. This can be understood
as requiring the integration to be taken along the imaginary axis.
The boundary term is
y= ¢ PZBp; (4.45)
and the vanishing of the boundary variation, including the contribution from the bulk
action evaluated using integration by parts, implies that
(Nij(o)O?) py=0 (4.46)
which is now consistent with a real saddle point solution. Also the Euclidean Noether
current is real due to the Wick rotation of the axionic field and time.
The integration over fluctuations takes the form
/ DBe2 J HeNijOmp'a™B? (4.47)
which is damped for positive definite N,; if and only if the fluctuations are purely
imaginary and hence consistent with the boundary conditions of the original functional
integral being imaginary.
4.4 The Euclidean scalar-tensor action
Within the introduction three different approachesfor finding instanton solutions which
avoid the problems from Derrick’s Theorem were discussed. These previous two sections
have discussed the first two approaches, however the final one of these is to consider
the scalar-tensor action. In section 3.2 we saw that by substitution of the instanton
solution into the scalar tensor action we obtained
Sinst = J @2Ni(o)na'o”0? (4.48)
*
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where the a? are obtained by solving the dual action in terms of harmonic functions
for our instantons. Modulo the equations of motion, this action is a boundary term
 Sinet = fBn”Ni;(0)o'Omo (4.49)
and re-expressed in terms of the magnetic charges Q; where
Qi = ¢ Ban”Nij(0)Imo (4.50) 
Thus the instanton action can be expressed as the difference of the product of charges
and fields on the initial and final hypersurfaces located at t; and tr respectively.
Sinst = o'(t#)Q? — 0'(t1) Qi], (4.51)
Comparing this with the instanton action calculation when using the axionic action in
the previous sections
Es = B(tr)Q? — B(t)Qi|, (4.52)
it is easy to observe that the results do not quite agree. The reason for this is that the
extremal instanton ansatz which we impose
Oma = +03 (4.53)
only fixes 6° up to integration constants. For classical physics these integration con-
stants are irrelevant due to the continuous shift symmetry of the axions. However, in
the quantum theory this continuous symmetry is broken into a discrete subgroup, and
hence this is sensitive to the integration constants C’ = o°(t,/F) — A(t;jr). Hence, in
general, instanton actions based on axions and antisymmetric tensorfields differ by the
amount
Sinst —%, = C'(Qr a Q!) (4.54)
Thus imposing that the quantum theories of the axion and the antisymmetric tensor
fields are equivalent we must also impose that the C’ vanish modulo the remaining
discrete shift symmetries. Hence we make a restriction upon the value of the C*
C = 2nik (4.55)
where k € Z. This restricts the classically trivial zero mode of the axions and is
understood to derive from the axionic shift symmetry being a global symmetry which is
broken by quantum effects. However the tensorfield theory has a local gauge symmetry
which remains unbroken. By imposing this condition on C’ we ensure that the charge
sectors and saddle points of both the axionic and tensor theories match.
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The scalar-tensor action itself has already been shown to be possible to rewrite into
the form
Slo,b] = / d‘x (5¥(o)ona'a"ot _ 5(310)2NAn0'a"'
+(3!A)? ¢ BOONjOmd?. (4.56)
By setting (3!\)? = 1 which corresponds to real A; we obtain the indefinite version of
the axionic action, while setting (3!A)? = —1, which corresponds to imaginary \; lead
to the positive definite version. These are then accompanied by the boundary term
we obtained in the amplitude calculation. This consistency reflects that the boundary
term and also the bulk action are related by an analytic continuation. The boundary
term depends upon b' and hence to obtain our original instanton solutions we have to
set
O=0 (4.57)
and thus imposing that the zero modes of the axions b’ are tied to the zero modes of
the scalars o*.
We have seen that with \ € R we preserve the saddle points of the scalar tensor
action but map a positive definite action into an indefinite action, while if A € I we
preserve the positive definiteness of the action, but not its saddle points. However,
whilst the instanton solution is no longer a real solution, it is still a complex saddle
point. It then follows that we seem to have obtained a dilemmafor the classical action.
Either we preserve the definiteness of the action, or the its saddle points, but not both.
However, we can see from our previous discussion of the quantum theory that this is
not a real problem. It is not important that we choose the correct action, however we
must choose the correct integration contour such that we obtain consistent quantum
amplitudes from the functional integration. Hence our ability to calculate the same
physical results from our previous two actions.
4.4.1 The Partition Function
We would finally like to show the quantum equivalence of the scalar tensor action
with the scalar axion version. However the quantisation of a gauge theory is slightly
more complicated as it requires gauge fixing terms and ghosts. Moresignificantly, the
antisymmetric tensor fields provide a reducible gauge theory where gauge fixing terms
are required for the ghosts, and the introduction of ghosts for ghosts is also required.
This however can be circumvented by integrating over the field strength and imposing
a Bianchi identity through a functional delta function. We can also ignore the a’fields
as they are spectators to the dualisation of the tensor fields. We are therefore interested
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in calculating the simplified partition function
1...a[ox exp (— fateHanpitt?””) 6 (EmHypg\k) (4.58)
Using the fourier functional integral it follows that
1...Z= / DHDbexp (- / d'x (spHnnpe “= iubie™™2yHyg) (4.59)
where p is a normalisation constant that will be specified later. Integrating by parts
we obtain
1 : .
Z= [Divexp / d‘x (5apNiFnpBE +iB"Hy
—pi / d*20m (C0Hap) (4.60)
Now using the relation
(Hinnpli — 3'0iNij€mnpqgh!)? = NYHynnpiHe”? — 2.3!UiApmpiie™” MpqOgd!
~3!1(3!)?NijOmb'O™b? (4.61)
and defining
Hnnpli = Aimnpli _ 3!uiNij€mnpqO1b? (4.62)
we can complete the square and shift to integrating over Hinpj;. It follows that
Z= / DHDbexp (- / @aNijHmnpiHy? — / d'x(3))NijOndb'O™"b!
yi ¢ Binb'emnpgH;+ (3!u)? f iin”NBOn) ; (4.63)
Thus the integration over Hnnpli decouples from the integration over b’ for all apart
from the boundary terms. We are able to ignore this additional term as this vanishes
for on shell configurations with H,,, and O,b' being Hodge dual. Hence we have anpli
fully decoupled integration for Hinnpli which provides a multiplicative constant we can
ignore in our discussion.
The remaining functional integral for the b’ fields is then
Z= / Dbexp (- / d'x(3!)NijOmb'Ob! + (3!1)? ¢ in”NyOb) (4.64)
whichis the partition function for the definite Euclidean action with the corresponding
boundary term. We can now also set the constant jy such that (3!) = 1 and regain
the standard normalisation we expect. This also implies that w = +A. It is natural to
regard p as a real constant to ensure the functional integral remains damped through
restricting the Euclidean action to be definite. However, the shift in the integration over
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the H-fields is imaginary andthe real saddle points which correspond to our instanton
solutions become imaginary saddle points under dualisation. Thus complex values of
the axionic field b’ must be considered to match the semiclassical expansions of both
versions of the theory. Furthermore the presence of the boundary term breaks the
continuous shift symmetry of the bulk action with these boundary terms, and hence to
obtain the same saddle point behaviour we have to impose that C* = 0.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has focussed upon calculating the transition amplitudes which are dom-
inated by the solutions we generated within chapter 2. Consequently we show that
these structures should be interpreted as instantons, which would appearto contradict
Derrick’s theorem as discussed within the introduction.
Through taking a Minkowski sigma model and applying a standard Wick rotation
we obtained a theory with standard kinetic terms that allow for complex saddle points
which do not contradict Derricks theorem. Within this chapter we show that we can
calculate transition amplitudes of our model which are dominated by these complex
saddle points and investigate the properties of these solutions.
Furthermore we also show that we can use a modified Wick rotation where there
is an analytical continuation of the axionic scalars and hence generate an action which
is no longer positive definite. Through such a transformation of the action, Derricks
theorem no longer applies and the solutions we obtained within chapter 2 are now real
solutions of this action. It is then possible to still obtain a consistent saddle point
approximation through taking the fluctuations around this point to be imaginary. The
resulting functional integral is then related to the previous functional integral by a
change of variables. The properties of these instanton solutions then describe the
physical theory defined in Minkowski space. In particular the boundary conditions
belong to the Minkowski theory Hilbert space and henceare not subject to the analytic
continuation. It follows that these two different continuations allow for the computation
of the same physical quantities.
The third approach which we discussed was the dual formulation where the model
is described in terms of antisymmetric tensorfields. As this has a local gauge symmetry
Derrick’s theorem no longer applies and hence the instanton solutions correspond to
real saddle points of a positive definite action. However, this approach has an additional
complication at the quantum level as the axionic fields and the antisymmetric tensor
fields are no longer completely equivalent. The instanton action in the axionic case
depends upon parameters which have no equivalent in the tensor formulation. It then
follows the instanton action in both cases are only equivalent when the asymptotic
values of the axions are imposed to equal the asymptotic values of the corresponding
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non-axionicscalars.
Wehave taken these formulations and shown how wecan then use them to calculate
physically meaningful contributions to the transition amplitudes and how these then
relate to each other. In particular we have shown that irrespective of the formulation of
the action, we can understand our instanton solutions as coming from a boundary action
with different integration contours, and hencebeing present in all of these formulations.
It is therefore appropriate for us to consider these solutions as instantons, and the next
task is to understand how these behave under dimensionallifting.
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Chapter 5
Black Hole Solutions
The previous chapters have shown how we generate instanton solutions for the four-
dimensional models, and their associated properties and amplitudes. These solutions
can belifted to five dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theories and by incorporating gravity
into our models we would expect the soliton solutions that we have previously discussed
to correspond to Black Hole solutions. Incorporating gravity adds additional compli-
cations that we will discuss in detail, within the next section. In particular we need
to identify the type of solutions which reduce to our action, while we allow for any
additional terms that are consistent with our method of reduction.
5.1 Dimensional Lifting and Reduction
5.1.1 Coupling models to gravity
Before we can discuss the form of the Black Hole solutions welift to, we first need to
justify the inclusion of gravity within our models. In order to couple our models to
gravity such that our instanton solutions remain solutions we require that the energy
momentum tensor vanishes. From our action (2.1) we can obtain the energy momentum
tensor through the variation with respect to our background metric
1Tin = Neg (mo!no” — Amb!And”) — 58mnNr3 (ao!o*o" = ayb'a'b”) (5.1)
Our models exist in D > 2 dimensions, hence this implies that for Tj, to vanish, this
is equivalent to
Nyy (Ono!Ono” — Amb!nb”) = 0 (5.2)
Hencethescalar fields only vary along null directions of the metric N77 @(—Ny7,), as we
have previously shown in our construction of the instanton solutions in chapter 2. Al-
ternatively this can also be stated as the scalar fields only varying along eigendirections
of the para-complex structure of our model, where the sign of the extremal instanton
ansatz (2.13) resulting in an eigenvalue of +1. Hence, for our instanton solutions the
energy momentum tensor vanishes.
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This is important as it allows us to couple our models to gravity, without demanding
a modification of the equations of motion which are relevant to our instanton solution.
Hence provided we have the Hamiltonian Constraint that T,,, = 0 the solutions found
without gravity still apply to sigma models of the form
1Sig,o,b](o,4) = [eeva; (-—R+ N1j0mo'007 — NyJOmb'Ob”) . (5.3)
as we can consistently solve the Einstein equation with a flat metric space-time metric
Imn = Omn-
Similarly to the soliton solutions that we discussed in the introduction, we can see
by demanding this Hamiltonian constraint, we require an indefinite target space metric
within this model in order to have instanton solutions that are non trivial. If we had
a definite target space metric, the only possible scalar field solutions for T;,, = 0 are
constant.
The extremal instanton ansatz provides a sufficient but not necessary condition for
the vanishing of the energy momentum tensor. Provided the metric Ny, is invariant
under the transformations
Nig > NeRtR§ (5.4)
where Ri is a constant matrix, then the instanton ansatz can be generalised to
o! = Rhb’ (5.5)
and Tiny still vanishes. This can be understood geometrically as this transformation
corresponds to an isometry of our initial space N77 @ (—N7J7) where
oo! , bl = Rib’. (5.6)
In the context of extremal black hole solutions within supergravity, the ee x of cor-
respond to non-BPSsolutions [42, 43]. By flipping the charges of the black holes, such
that the R-matrices are diagonal with entries +1, such that we obtain an overall +1
then we have BPSsolutions. This is easy to see geometrically as restricting the fields
to vary only along the +1 eigendirections of the para-complex structure. This allows
us to make an important distinction between BPS and non-BPS extremal solutions in
our larger class of models, where we do not demand supersymmetry. In our case, we
shall only be discussing BPS solutions.
5.1.2 Kaluza-Klein Reduction
For this thesis we would like to lift the instanton solutions we calculated within the
first section, coupled with gravity, to five dimensional BPSblack hole solutions. When
welifted in the rigid case, we obtained electromagnetic solitons however when coupled
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with gravity we have the additional complication in that we have to include a Kaluza-
Klein scalar and gauge field. In this case we no longer have flat solutions, however
we do obtain solutions that are conformally flat in four-dimensions. This is typical of
BPSsolutions, and in particular for our lifted instantons, BPS extremal black holes
and hence provides the motivation for our use of the term extremal for the instanton
ansatz (2.13).
The Kaluza Klein gauge field can consistently be set to zero, which for five dimen-
sional solitons restricts us to static solutions, however the Kaluza Klein scalar has to be
incorporated into our four dimensional sigma model. By considering the case of tem-
porally reduced five dimensional supergravity coupled with vector multiplets, such as
that discussed in [17], we will look at how we incorporate this scalar and then generalise
further examples. It would also be possible for us to spatially reduce the dimensions,
however this is equivalent to simply switching the signs within the Lagrangian and
henceall results here would hold in that case.
Without gravity the five dimensional vector multiplet contains an equal number of
gaugefields and scalar fields. However by incorporating gravity, it obtains an additional
gauge field called the graviphoton. The geometry that allows for this multiplet is a
version of very special real geometry [50] described by the Hesse potential
V=-—logV (5.7)
where the prepotential V is a cubic polynomial. This Hesse potential provides the
coupling matrix for the gauge fields, whilst the scalar metric which has onelessfield is
the pullback onto the hypersurface Y=1. Through dimensional reduction each of the
original gaugefields results in an axionic scalar, which when combined with the five
dimensional scalars and the Kaluza-Klein scalar reproduce sigma models of the form
(5.3).
A further important property of the five dimensional sigmafield is that to generate
a sigma model of the form, we require the metric of the five dimensional scalar sigma
model must be restricted to being homogenous of degree —2 in the scalar fields. We
will motivate this later; however in section (2.3.7) we saw that a homogenous potential
of degree 2 potential is always obtained for any logarithmic prepotential, and thus we
can generalise the very special real geometry of our model to include those of arbitrary
degree p.
The dimensional reduction we want to perform is over the time component, and
hence we are looking to generate a para-r-map between the target spaces of five di-
mensional and four dimensional vector multiplets. To distinguish this from the R-map
mentioned in for the rigid case, we refer to this as a local para-r-map. This differs also
from a spatial reduction map between the target spaces which would be a standard
r-map and can be obtained from the analytical continuation of what we present here.
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To construct our para-r-map, we introduce n+] scalarfields h = (h’) = (h°,h!,...,h”)
which are affine co-ordinates on a (n +1) dimensional Hessian manifold M,. The Hesse
potential for this manifold is then V(h) = —log V(h) where the prepotential V(h) is
homogeneous of degree p
V(AR®,..., Ab”) = APV(hY,...,h”). (5.8)
The derivative with respect to is then
Vr(Ah)h! = pr\? — 1V(h) (5.9)
where we are using notation with a subscript J denoting differentiating with respect to
h!. We can then set \ = 1 to further differentiate to obtain the relations
Vrghi = pv
Vryh! = (p —1)Vy (5.10)
Wedefine the Hessian metric by the logarithm of V(h)
 ary(h) = (5.11)p OWOht —— p "
1Alog V(h) 1 (Vis VV
voy
where we haveintroduced the factor of ° to ensure consistency with supergravity con-
ventions when p = 3. This metric is homogenous of degree —2 in h/, however we
would also need to ensure it is positive definite and hence need to analyse the do-
main, D C R”*!, of our h/ fields. The scalar target manifold M, of the model is the
hypersurface {h!|V(h) = 1} of D with the pullback metric
Oh! ahAry(¢) = Bae ageWI(he). (5.12)
The physical scalars ¢”,2 = 1...,n are then local coordinates on the hypersurface
{h'|V =1} C D.For convenience wewill work with the h’ fields which are subject to
the constraint V(h) = 1. Hencedifferentiating this with respect to space-time implies
Vd,h' = 0. (5.13)
Before we can proceed we will introduce relations for the metric ayj(h). We can
use the differential equations in (5.10) to show that
 1 A 1 Viz Wr;ary(h)hth? = —-8;0) log V(h)hth? = —— 2 -— = 5.14ra(h) 70104 log (h) ele (5.14)
and hence se
hazy(h)hth? = yh 1 (5.15)pv
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This can then be combined with (5.13) to obtain
 azsh'0,h? = 3 Oh? =0 (5.16)
We are now in a position to use the prepotential V to write the five-dimensional bosonic
Lagrangian
a-1fA R 3 I J 1 iL v| Jé L= 2 — qara(h)Ouh Or h’ — quran)FE +... (5.17)
where R is the Ricci scalar, é is the fiinfbein, ayj(h) is the metric described that is
constrained as above, and the dots represent terms that are irrelevant to our reduction
to the four dimensional sigma models. In the case of p = 3 this is part of the five-
dimensional vector multiplet Lagrangian coupled to n vector multiplets which would
also contain terms such as Chern-Simons and fermionic terms.
This Lagrangian can now be reduced with respect to time [17]. We reduce from the
five dimensional Einstein frame to the four-dimensional Einstein frame and thus ensure
that the reduction of the metric is carried out so that the four-dimensional Einstein-
Hilbert term has canonical form. The line element then has the parameterisation
ds{s) = —e* (dt + Amdx™)? + edst) (5.18)
where G is the Kaluza-Klein scalar and A,, is the Kaluza-Klein vector. Through tempo-
ral reduction the zero components then becomefour dimensionalscalar fields A, = m/.
In four dimensions we keep only the Einstein-Hilbert term and the scalar terms, which
corresponds to restricting ourselves to static and purely electric field configurations.
The relevant terms of the Lagrangian are then
, R 8 3 1 _5;fifa a 7 gondo"e — Far(h)OhtOUhT + 56ay(h)Onm!O"m? (5.19)
where we now use indices n = 1,...,4 in the four dimensional space. R is the four
dimensional Ricci scalar and e is the determinant of the four dimensional local frame,
or vierbein.
In order to relate this to our sigma models discussed previously we now make the
redefinitions
hi = Ae~%o! (5.20)
m!' = Bb! (5.21)
where A and B are constants which we will fix. It follows that we can write out the
Lagrangian in terms of our a! and b! fields, which we treat independently
= R 3 Am x 3 —6 —69m_-—6elL = 274 oO 6 — ary(© 7) 0107Ime Oe
. . 3 . . ._ wary (e?c) e276,,0'0a! — gus (e-*c) é“e'0,,6°O"o"
B —26 -—o m+ sage ars (c ) OmblO™b!. (5.22)
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It also follows that we can use the constraint V(h) = 1 to express the Kaluza Klein
scalar G as a function of the four dimensional scalars o/
Vo) =V (4-1e7h) = A-PePF(hp) = A-PeP? (5.23)
By applying the relations ((5.15), (5.16)) we previously found for the metric ayy we
can reduce this Lagrangian to a form we recognise. By setting
A?B= (5.24)
using that a;j(h) is homogenous of degree —2, and cancelling terms, the remaining
Lagrangian takes the form
Re'L= > $415(0)Omo!Ao! + “alJ(a)Anb!amp! (5.25)
Finally we can define the metric
Nrs(o) = Sars(0) (5.26)
and reobtain our standard para-Hermitian sigma model Lagrangian with n commuting
shift isometries
etL= Nyy(0) (Oma0"a7 — Amb!Ob”) (5.27)
Ni
ler
2
with a metric N;J defined by the Hesse potential V(o) = — log V(c)
5NiJ(c)
The para-Kahler geometry of the metric N77 @ (—N7,7) of the scalar manifold spanned
by o/b! is made explicit by introducing the para-holomorphic coordinates
 
X'=0'+eb! (5.29)
and computing
2] y 2y; K L 1671 \O ogV _ OV oo a _ il oY _ Py, (5.30)
OX!AX! AoKOc“ AX! AX! =400'dc! «6
Hence the para-Kahler potential for the metric N77 @ (—N7,) is K(X, X) = > log yz
This reduction that we have undertakenis true irrespective of the value of p that is
chosen, and henceit is still consistent for p 4 3 theories that are not possible to embed
into supersymmetric theories. However we were only able to combine the Kaluza Klein
scalar with the five dimensionalh/ scalars such that the reduced theory obtained a para-
Hermitian target manifold. Hence we required that the metric ayj(h) is homogeneous
of degree -2. It therefore follows that this is the most general theory that we could
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analyse, as the only additional generalisations we could consider would no longer obey
this constraint.
Furthermore, we could performed this reduction in a spatial direction. This would
have the effect of replacing the axionic scalar field b’ with ib’ and hence equivalently
we would have obtained holomorphic coordinates Y! = o/ + ib!, rather than the para-
holomorphic coordinates. Hence the metric of our four dimensional scalar manifold
would now be Kahler, with a Kahler potential that is proportional to the prepotential.
It follows that we have a para-r-map and a r-map that are related by an analytic
continuation, as discussed further in [17] and in agreement with the discussion within
chapter 3.
5.1.3 Lifting D = 4 Instanton solutions to D = 5 Black Holes
In order to lift our instanton solutions to black holes, we now need to see how the line
element in four dimensionsis related to the five dimensional case. We have restricted
our solutions to those where the four-dimensional metric is flat, dsj) = dmntia™da”,
and these lift to the line element of form
dsis) = —e?dt? + 6"Smndx™dx” (5.31)
with o the Kaluza Klein scalar. As we discussed within the introduction, this is the
structure of a line element for an extremal five-dimensional black hole. The non-
trivial five dimensional geometry is captured by the Kaluza-Klein scalar, while the four
dimensional metric is flat. For the case of extremal black holes, we can therefore see
that they correspond to null geodesics, and motivates the reasoning behind ignoring
the Einstein Hilbert term in constructing solutions. It also provided the justification
for calling our instanton solutions extremal.
From the four-dimensional view,all the information is contained within the scalar
fields o!. By choosing A = 1 and hence B = V3 the Kaluza-Klein scalar is related to
the four dimensional scalars as
eP? — V(a), (5.32)
and hence the five-dimensional scalars are given as
hi =e~%o! (5.33)
Wecan also see that the four dimensional dual scalars a7 can be constructed by con-
sidering the Hesse potential V(a) — log V(c) as
orx Hot 108 V(c) (5.34)
where the proportionality can be fixed according to the normalisation that is conve-
nient. Similarly to chapter 2 we can then find solutions as o;(x) = H7(x) where H7(x)
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are harmonic functions on R*. Explicit solutions are only possible for very simple pre-
potentials, however we can use the asymptotic behaviour at the centres, as discussed
in chapter 2, to evaluate the properties of the black hole solutions. These properties
include the ADM mass,as well as thermodynamic properties including the black hole
entropy. The axionic b! fields are also determined by the extremal instanton ansatz,
and hence allow us to determine the five-dimensional gaugefields.
5.2 Mass and Entropy
5.2.1 ADM Mass
The ADM massofthe five-dimensional black hole can be written as a surface integral
involving the Kaluza-Klein scalar [17]
 
3 ; 3 a 2Mapu=—5 $ BL"Ine? = —FPOnV(a)> (5.35)
As shown in chapter 3 the instanton action is given by
Sint =$ PxE"Ni0!Ona! (5.36)
However we know that our metric N7J is given by
3 (Vi ViVyN, = —_~x x : 5.372p ( pp a
By using the fact that V(c) is homogeneousof degree p it follows
op ow
Nijo!Omo? = _# Vso — rors Ome? =2p\ Vv y2  
3 Vy Jin (5.38)
This is a total derivative, and hence it follows that we can rewrite it as
No!Omo? = som log V(o). (5.39)
The ADM massis therefore given by
3 35m re -i 3 35m —6Mapm = 5 ay OmV(o) P= "9 ay Ome (5.40)
3 3ym . i 3 30m ASinst = 5 ad?" Om log V(o)? = 5 AO" OmG. (5.41)
These are both surface integrals with different integrands, however the can be compared
by rewriting the ADM massas
Mapa = 5 fPI*nd. (5.42)
By integrating over the three-sphere, of radius r and taking r > oo we can see that the
only terms that have a finite contribution are those that fall off as 5. The prepotential
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V(o) can then be observed to be composed of the Harmonic functions discussed in
chapter 2 and hence, as we normalise the five dimensional metric to approach the
standardflat space at infinity, these approach the constant value 1 at infinity. It follows
that we can Taylor expand the prepotential around the affine coordinate tT = + =0
Vio) =14+0 (<3) (5.43)
and the derivative
1OnV(e) =O (=) (5.44)
Hence this implies that
e-* =1+O(Ir’) (5.45)
. 1
Thus the factor e~% does not contribute to the integrand and the ADMmassand the
instanton action are equivalent, despite the different forms of the integrand.
 
Map= Sinst = 0" (00)qr. (5.47)   
where we have set any constants to zero as they do not enter the calculations
classically. [51] This is the identical solution to that obtained in the absenceof gravity,
and also motivates our definition of the instanton action we obtained from the scalar
tensor theory.
5.2.2 Entropy
We also would like to investigate the entropy of our black hole solutions and hence
the behaviour of the five-dimensional metric at the centre of our solutions. The five
dimensional line element for an extremal black hole with a horizon at r = 0 has the
form
dsis) = —e*?dt? +eSimnda™dz” (5.48)
where the function e~* has asymptotics
aew Z5 (5.49)
with constant Z. We can use the spherical coordinates centred on the horizon to write
the line element as r4 Z2 2 2zidt? + Sar? + ZdQ%s) (5.50)ds2(5) =
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which are isometric to AdS? x $°. This enables us to determine the area of the five
dimensional event horizon
A=2n?Z2 (5.51)
which is the area of the asymptotic three-sphere at r = 0
The four-dimensional interpretation can be seen by taking the conformal frame
obtained by setting t=const in five-dimensions as opposed to the Einstein frame that
we have been using throughout this thesis. The line element in this case is given by
ds?.) =e"Smndx™da” (5.52)
and is covered in detail in [17]. We will refer to this as the Kaluza-Klein frameas,
by definition, the four dimensional Kaluza-Klein metric is the pull back of the five-
dimensional metric on a hypersurface with constant time. Within this frame, the line
element of the instanton solution is no longer flat, but conformally flat. Thus we have
the geometry of a semi-infinite wormhole which is asymptotically flat at r + oo , but
with a neck of size proportional to the area of the black hole at r > 0
The constant Z is connected to the charges of our black hole solutions, and hence we
will discuss this and the associated entropy with some specific examples within the next
section. However if Z = 0 then the area of the black hole event horizon, and also the
neck of the wormhole solution vanishes and space-time obtains a null singularity. These
are called small black holes and require higher curvature corrections to the Einstein
Hilbert action to be taken into account in order to obtain a finite horizon. [52]
5.3 Attractor Mechanism and Examples
5.3.1 Prepotential V(c) = 0!0?0%
By studying a model with a homogeneous cubic potential we can compare ourresults
to the supersymmetric black holes discussed in our introductory chapter. The simplest
sub-sector of these models has a STU-type prepotential V = o'02o3 and hence dual
coordinates a7 x O; log(a!a?a3) x +. We fix the normalisation such that
1
a
The four-dimensional instanton solution is given by
1
a2) = A(x) (5.54) 
with x € R* and H7(a) a harmonic function as discussed previously in chapter 2. It
follows that the Kaluza-Klein scalar ¢ is
: A 1e* = Vic) =a'o*o? = (5.55)
and the five dimensional line element is
dsis) = —e*dt? + 6"Smndz™dx”
= —(H,HH3)~2dt? + (HjH2H3)?mdadx” (5.56)
whichis the stated form of a five-dimensional BPS black hole for the STU model which
is discussed in detail in [53]. For non-vanishing charges q1, q2, q3, the asymptotic metric
at the centres is AdS? x $°. However if one or more charges are switched off the
associated harmonic function becomes constant and we obtain ‘small’ black holes with
a vanishing horizon area.
Wecan calculate the form of our five-dimensional scalars
1
x 3hi =e*o! = (Fa) (5.57) 
with J, J, K pairwise distinct. At the centres it can be seen the h! take finite fixed
point values, that depends only on the charges. If we substitute in for the harmonic
functions hy = h; + 4 we see that
1
3hi —+ (24) (5.58)
r30 q7
 
If these scalars are constant, we have a subclass of solutions referred to as double-
extremal black holes where by the fixed point behaviour these scalars are determined
by the charges. It follows that these harmonic functions must be proportional to each
other and we have the line element
dss) = —H~?(x)dt? + H(x)5bmnda™da” (5.59)
with H(z) a harmonic function. This is the five dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom black
hole solution, called the Tangherlini solutions.
5.3.2 Prepotential V(c) = 0!07a%o4
Throughout this thesis, we have shown that supersymmetry is not required in order for
us to obtain interesting solutions, and hence we now consider a prepotential that does
not correspond to a supersymmetric model. The quartic prepotential V = 0'02030%is
the simplest example with the dual scalars normalised by
 
1w= Za (5.60)oO
Hence the solution obtained is
1Io (x)= 5.61= Ae (5.61)
The corresponding Kaluza-Klein scalar ¢ is
rn ‘ l40 1,2, 3 4 ——<——— .e° =V=a 0°00 : (5 62)
and the five-dimensional line element
ds(s) = —(Hi H2H3H,) “dt? + (Hy H2H3H4)*bmnda™da” (5.63)
Similarly to the cubic case wefind multi-centred black hole solutions with finite horizons
when all four harmonic functions are non constant. Hence we have four vanishing
charges q1,q2,q3,q4. The solution for the five-dimensional scalars can be written
15 AH JHKH 4hi =e%o! = (=a) (5.64)
A;
with I, J, K, L pairwise distinct. This also has attractor behaviour with the fixed point
values only depending upon the charges. For a single-centred solution this implies
1
4hi —>3 —_—_ (5.65)
r-0 q7
Similarly to the cubic case, we can also find double extremesolutions with a Tangherlini
line element by freezing the scalars to their fixed point values.
5.3.3 General homogenous prepotential V(o)
We now extend the discussion to general homogenous prepotentials. These have dual
coordinates
Vioj2es 5.66iS (5.66)
which are homogeneousfunctions of degree —1. Thesolutions to this model are given
 
by o7(x) = H;(x) where H;(x) are harmonic functions. It is impossible to explicitly
solve for o/, however we know that the dual scalars behave as a7 ~ 4 and hence
o! ~ r?. At the centres, r > 0, the asymptotics are then determined as
21e°=V ?x—= 5.675 (5.67)
and thus a finite event horizon requires a positive finite Z. We will then find that the
charges q; are then contained within the coefficient Z
The relation 0; = H; can be written in termsof five-dimensionalfields
_, OV(h)ef=i (5.68) 
which has the same form as the general stabilisation equations of five-dimensional
supergravity, and hence we can interpret these as generalisations of them, These are
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the algebraic versions of the first order flow equations which specify our black hole
solution globally.
By taking the limit r — 0 at the centres we can determine the attractor behaviour
of the solutions
Hy & 5 (5.69)
Zcons (5.70)
whilst the limit r > 0 of the generalized stabilisation equations gives
aVv(h)
ant = qq. (5.71)horizon
This has the form of the attractor equations of five-dimensional supergravity [54] and
hence can also be interpreted as a generalisation of these. It follows from
i! = pV(h) =p (5.72)
that the constant Z can be expressed as
F = arte! (5.73)
Pp
where the h/ are the value of the scalars on the horizon. The area of the event horizon,
and subsequently the entropy of our black hole solution and the size of the neck of the
corresponding wormhole solution, is determined by Z. Whereas the values of Z are
determined by the charges and the values of the scalars h’. In supersymmetric models
we set p = 3 and hence Z is proportional to the five-dimensional central charge.
To be more specific about the case of non-vanishing Z we need to restrict the
functional form of V(c). Assuming that V(c) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
p>od
Vio) = Cr 1 a” ...0'? 5.741---4p
and hence the dual form is
. OrCr,...1,0" ..~ 5.75OT Ch...1po" _..o'P ( )
it follows that two extremal situations occur.
If the prepotential has the form
V(o) =a!...0? (5.76)
then the solution is given by
V=(M...Hy)! (5.77)
and
e~? = Y(o)7? = (Hy... Hy)? (5.78)
Hencethis requires all charges to be switched on, and hence q; # 0...qp # 0 in order
to obtain a finite event horizon.
The second case is the simpler prepotential of the form V = a”. In this case our
solutions are given by
V=H”® (5.79)
and
e-F = Wo)7> = H. (5.80)
Thus we can now havenon-trivial solutions with a finite horizon, with a single charge q.
These two extreme cases provide the limits between which other general homogenous
prepotentials lie.
This section has generalised the results of the five-dimensional BPS black holes to
a much larger class including non-supersymmetric models through that can be con-
structed by defining a homogeneous prepotential. Using the five-dimensional scalars
h!, which goto a fixed point as opposed to the four dimensional o! which go to zero,
we have shown the attractor behaviour of these solutions. As we can relate h! and o!
it follows that these descriptions are equivalent and hence the asymptotic fixed point
infinity of o/ corresponds to a properfixed point of h/.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has focussed uponlifting the instanton solutions that were obtained in
chapter 2 to five dimensional black hole solutions. Incorporating gravity into our solu-
tions required conditions upon the couplings due to the higher-dimensional space-time
metric absorbing one of the four dimensional vector fields and one of the four dimen-
sional scalar fields. Through a straightforward generalisation we found that constraint
requiring a cubic prepotential could relaxed provided the prepotential was a homoge-
neous function of arbitrary degree. The cubic case then corresponds to supersymmetric
models. The five-dimensional scalar fields then have a Hessian geometry where the
Hesse potential is a logarithm of a homogenous function. Through dimensional reduc-
tion over time we then obtain a para-Kahler manifold where the Hesse potential plays
the role of the para-Kahler potential. The MN = 2 case then corresponds a subclass
where the reduction results in special para-Kahler manifolds.
Having lifted the instanton solutions to five dimensions and shown that they cor-
respond to extremal black holes we then discussed their properties. This included
showing that the ADM massis equal to the instanton action and can be expressed
in terms of the asymptotic charges and scalar fields. The black hole entropy is also
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shown to be expressible in terms of the central charges evaluated upon the black hole
horizon. Finally the attractor equations are shown to have the same form as in [54],
however this time with a larger class of functions for the prepotential. Consequently,
by constructing our black hole solutions from dimensionally lifted instanton solutions
we have shown that the attractor mechanism is related to the fact that black holes
correspond to a very special type of harmonic map.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Outlook
This thesis has concentrated on the construction of instanton solutions for four dimen-
sional sigma models, their associated properties and how theylift to higher dimensional
solitons. These solutions are not necessarily constrained to be spherically symmetric
and admit multi-centred solutions without requiring supersymmetry. This is achieved
through requiring that the solution can be expressed in terms of harmonic functions
and hence implying a geometry that is characterised by a Hesse potential for the metric.
These models contain a rich variety of solutions, including those that are associated
with supergravity models while preserving the features of BPS solutions, such as the
N = 2 vector multiplets.
Interpreting the equations of motion as defining a harmonic map from space-timeto
the scalar manifold the solutions are expressed algebraically without first bringing the
equations of motion to first order form. However, such a rewriting can still be achieved
by imposing the requirement that the solutions have finite charge. This can be used
to remove one derivative from the equations of motion and thus reducing them to
first order. In the case of five dimensional spherically symmetric black holes this is the
gradient flow equation found through alternative approaches with the central charge, Z
being the generator of the flow. However a detailed understanding of how this relates to
Hamilton-Jacobi theory or ‘fake’-supersymmetryis still missing and provides a potential
direction to take this work further. It would also be worthwhile to relate our approach
with that of Sen’s entropy formalism [55] where there are no assumptions made about
the couplings. However this approach only provides information about the asymptotic
behaviour of solutions at the horizon and thus one does not know how or weather
the asymptotic solution can be extended to a global solution. Whilst our approach
requires the assumption that the couplings can be encoded as Hesse potentials, it has
the strength that we can make this connection between the asymptotic solutions to the
global solutions.
The instanton solutions are then evaluated such that their properties, behaviour
and hence their existence within the four dimensional sigma models are understood.
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Through Hodge-dualising the scalar theory the instanton solution is shown to have an
action originating from a boundary term and hence dependent upon the value of the
charges at that boundary. The existence of the instanton action led to the discussion of
the equivalence between three different actions that described the same theory. These
actions can be viewed as alternative descriptions that allow for the same physical quan-
tities to be calculated. Through evaluating the transition amplitudes of the instanton
solution, this equivalence is clearly shown. These transition amplitudes depend upon
the instanton action, and hence also on the charges dueto the existence of the boundary
term.
By incorporating gravity into the theory thefinal chapter is then concerned with the
lifting of the solutions from four dimensional instantons to five dimensional black holes.
This lifting, which results in extremal and electro-static backgrounds, is shown to occur
for a variety of prepotentials that generalise beyond the case of supergravity. These
solutions relate to well known black hole solutions, such as the Reissner-Nordstrom
black hole. The ADM mass and entropy of the black hole can be expressed in terms
of the quantity Z = 5qi, which is the central charge up to normalisation in the
supersymmetric case. The ADM massis equal to the instanton action, and is given by
M = o!(co)q; = pZ(00). Hence the mass depends on both the charges and the values
of the scalars at infinity. In terms of Z the entropy is S = ant 73/2 where Z is now
evaluated on the horizon, Z = oo (horizon)q;. Since the values of the scalars at the
horizon are determined by the charges through the attractor mechanism, the entropy
is completely determined by the charges.
The discussions throughout this thesis have been restricted to the relation between
five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theories and four dimensional Euclidean sigma mod-
els with extrema and electrostatic backgrounds. It follows that there are a numberof
possible extensions to this work. One such extension could involve generalising the so-
lutions to any numberof dimensions, in particular four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell
and three-dimensional sigma models such as those described in the review by Pioline
[56], or those which contain more supercharges.
In the class of models which this thesis focussed upon the axionic shift symmetries
were assumed to commute with each other, and hence that the isometry group of the
sigma model is assumed to be abelian. Whilst this allowed us to simplify our analysis
it does not provide the most general case. For models with N > 2 supersymmetry
then they have non-abelian isometry groups. Furthermore it should then be possible
to consider the reduction from four to three dimensions and thus find four dimensional
black holes which relate to three dimensional instantons. A special case of this would be
the c-map which relates three dimensional hypermultiplets to four dimensional NV = 2
vector multiplets. The isometry of the reduced theory is then a centrally extended
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Heisenberg group and the treatment of this and more general non-supersymmetric
cases will require an extension of what we have developed here as discussed in [57].
Wecould also investigate solutions of a variety of different forms, where we do not
restrict the solutions to be electro-static and stationary. This would include rotating
black holes, black rings, black strings as well as black holes in alternative spaces such
as Taub-NUT spaces. However such generalisations will often require an extensive
reworking of the formalism we have developed in order to provide efficient solutions.
Howeverblack ring solutions to five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton gravity have
already been found using four dimensional Euclidean sigma models with symmetric
para-complex target spaces [58]. Furthermore it would be interesting to extend the
analysis we have performed to non-abelian theories, and hence make a connection with
instantons in Yang Mills. A relation between D-instantons and Yang Mills has already
been found within the framework of AdS/CFT [6, 59]
Perhaps one of the most restrictive constraints we have on our analysis is the re-
quirement that our solutions be extremal. This requirement has been analysed further
by Mohaupt and Vaughan [24] where non-extremal solutions are constructed for both
supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric solutions through applying a deformation to
our models. These are shown to obey ‘dressed’ attractor equations, which take the
same form as in the extremal case, while the charges are replaced by expressions which
depend on the charges, but also on the values of the scalars at infinity.
The formalism and understanding that has been developed within this thesis there-
fore provides an understandingof the existence of instanton solutions for certain models,
despite the apparent contradiction of Derrick’s Theorem and provides a powerful and
generalised method for understanding the properties of these solutions as instantons
and also as dimensionally lifted black holes.
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